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ABSTRACT

Natural KiIler (¡tt<) ceIIs are Iarge granular lymphocytes

that are considered to be the putative effector cells in

immune surveillance against incipient neoplasia (Herberman &

Ortaldo, 1981). Previous research has shown that tolerance

to drug-induced Polyinosinic Polycytidylic Àcid (eoty I:c)

NK celI activation is attenuated by extinction and cs

preexposure conditioning manipulations (Oyck, Greenberg &

Osachuk, 1986). The thesis further evaluated the role of

associative processes in the development of tolerance to NK

celI stimulation by examining the effects of a known

decremental Pavlovian conditioning training parameter -

partial reinforcement (pnf). fifty-six, female, DBA/ZJ mice

vrere subjected to a conditioned tol-erance training protocoi

involving repeated pairings of a complex environmental CS

(exposure to peppermint odour and drug injection cues) wittr

intraperitoneal injections of either PoIy I:C (an

unconditional stimulus - UCS for NK activity) or saline

(placebo). Interspersal of nonreinforced (CS + placebo)

trials between re.inf orced (CS + Poly I:C) trials constituted

pRF. It was hypothesized that relative to continuous

reinforcement, PRF would result in Iess tolerance to PoIy

I:C induced NK a'ctivity, and, that leaner PRF schedules

would accentuate this effect. The design permitted

1
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comparisons of a standard tolerance trained group (100%

continuous reinforcement - CRF) with three PRF groups (55%,

38%, and 29% PRF), and, with additionat controls receiving a

single CS-UCS pairing at test. One of these latter controls

(HandIed-Injected Stimulated Control) was given prior

exposure to the complex CS and placebo before the test drug

injection while the other (Handled Stimulated Control) was

not. Tolerance was observed in the CRF group relative to

stimulated controls. Compared to the CRF group' PRF

significantly increased NK activity only in the 29% PP.F

condition. Finally NK levels in the Handled-Injected

Stimulated Controls were significantly elevated relative to

Handled Stimulated Controls suggesting that one source of

increased NK activity is increased numbers of injections.

These results tentatively confirm experimental hypotheses

and provide partial support for a conditioning analysis,

however, they also suggest the need to isolate effects of

decremental conditioning manipulations and number of

injections in future investigations.



INTRODUCTION

There has been a longstanding belief in medical and

psychological circles of a rel-ationship between

psychological processes and the onset and progression of

disease. Anecdotal examples abound of people dying of a

'broken heart' following the loss of a spouse or loved one

or becoming i11 after a series of traumatic or stressful

situations. In recent years folklore has been bolstered by

empirical evidence which supports the influence of

psychological/psychosocial variables as contributing factors

to infectious diseases (trwin & Anisman, 1984; Jemmot &

Locke, 1984; Laudenslager, in press; Locke, 1982; Palmblad'

1981; Plaut & Friedman, 1981; Rogers, Dubey & Reich, 1979¡

Solomon & Àmkraut, 1981¡ Stein, 1981) and to onset and

prognosis of cancer (Borysenko, 1982; Eysenck, 1987; Fox,

1978, 1981; Irwin & Anisman, 1984; Levy, Herberman, Maluish,

Schlien & Lippman, 1985; Sklar & Ànisman, 1981; Solomon &

Amkraut, 1981). Initial attempts to study the relationships

between psychological processes and disease involved the

correlation of life events' individual differences and

disease onset. A typical example of this is the work of

Holmes and Rahe (1967 ) who attempted to study the effect of

various Iife stresses (as measured by the Socia1

3
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Readjustment Rating Scale) on concurrent and subsequent

illness development.

The immune system has recently been proposed to be an

important mediating link between the various psychological

and disease processes. The immune system can be thought of

as a complex collection of various cellular and non-cellu1ar

humoral factors that aet in concert to maintain the

integrity of an organism by distinguishing components of

self from non-se1f, and, destroying or eradicating non-self

components (foreign bodies) when they have entered or are

present in the organism. Psychological factors would then

have their effect upon disease development by somehow

compromising immune system functioning thereby rendering an

organism more susceptible to disease (nox, 1981¡ Irwin 6,

Ànisman, 1984; Jemmot & Locke, 1984; Locke, 1982; Palmblad'

1981¡ Stein, 1981).

Traditional immunology has considered the regulation

and functioning of the immune system to be autonomous, self

regulated and relatively uninfluenced by other factors

(Àder, 1980; Ader'& Cohen, 1985). This autonomy premise has

delayed immunological researchers' appreciation of the

potential contribution of psychological processes in

modulating immune system activity and subsequent

susceptibility to disease. It is only relatively recently

that an interdisciplinary approach taking into account

psychological, neurological and neuroendocrine influences
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upon immune system functioning and illness development has

emerged (eder, 1980, 1981a, 1981c; Ader & Cohen, 1981,1985;

Cunningham, 1981¡ Fox & Newberry, 1984; Irwin & Anisman,

1984i Solomon & Amkraut, 1981¡ Stein, 1981). This nevr area

has been coined "Psychoneuroimmunology" (eder, 1981c) and is

concerned with investigation of the role of the cenÈra1

nervous system (C¡¡S) in the co-regulation of immune

responses.

Evidence of bi-directional interactions between the CNS

and immune system are provided by studies manipulating CNS

activity and producing changes in immune functioning and

vice versa. A fairly extensive body of evidence suggests

that various central neurohormones and neurotransmitters

effect immune functioning (Besedovsky & Sorkin, 1981; HaIl &

Goldstein, 1981; Irwin & Anisman, 1984; SkIar & Anisman,

1981). In addition to CNS influences on immune activity, it

has been observed that stimulated immune cells affect CNS

activity. For example, Besedovsky, Sorkin, Felix and Haas

(1977) showed that there was more than a twofold increase in

rat ventromedial hypothalamic neuronal firing rates at peak

immune response to 2 dífferent antigens. Subsequent

research (Besedovsky, detRey, Sorkin, DaPrada, Burri &

Honegger, 1983) demonstrated that rats having high

immunological responses to sheep red blood cells exhibited

signif icantly greater hypothatamic noradrenaline turnover

rates compared to low responders. In addition, this effect
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was mimmicked by intraperitoneal injections of supernatants

from immune cells stimulated in vitro leading Besedovsky et

al. (1983) to postulate that soluble products released from

stimulated immune cells (Iymphokines) might be acting in a

feedback loop to induce the observed hypothalamic changes

(Besedovsky, deIRey & Sorkin, 1983, 1984). Àdditional

support for this view is provided by recent evidence

demonstrating that IL1 and rILl (immunoregulatory cytokines)

produce changes in blood levels of ACTH and glucorticoids
(Besedovsky, de1 Rey, Sorkin s. DinarelIo, 1986) suggesting

that IL1 acts as an afferent signal to the CNS, while

glucorticoids act as an efferent hormonal signal to the

immune system.

ÀIthough the aforementioned studies provide evidence

for the hypothesis of CNS - immune system interactions, the

bulk of the research investigating the reciprocal

communication between these two systems has relied upon two

methods. The first method is an indirect strategy examining

the effect of behavioral parameters and stress on host

resistance to tumors and immunity (See Irwin & Ànisman,

1984; Sklar & Ànisman, 1981 for reviews). The second

approach attempts to influence immune processes directly by

conditioning of immunobiologic responses via Pavlovian

conditioning procedures (See Ader & Cohen, 1985 for a

review).
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Behavioral Parameters, Stress and Immunity

The typical "stress" model used in studying CNS

immune system interactions has invotved subjecting ofganisms

to various aversive stimuli (i.e., stimuli that produce

physiological changes, c.f. SkIar & Ànisman, 1981, pp.369)

and then monitoring various measures of immune functioning

and/or resistance to tumors. GeneralIy these procedures

have led to immunosuppression which has been attributed to

increases in glucorticoid steroids (eder & Cohen, 1985,

Trwin & Ànisman, 1984; Sklar & Anisman, 1981). However,

these effects have not consistently been observed and

depending on parameters of the stressful situation, an

aversive stimulus may enhance' suppress' or produce no

changes in the same parameter of immune functioning. Not

all of these aforementioned changes have been identified as

being adrenocortically mediated (eder & Cohen, 1985).

Some of the empirical inconsistencies in this

literature have been reconciled by Sklar and Anisman's

(1981) integrative review of the relationship between stress

and cancer. They reviewed trumån and animal studies and

concluded that aversive stimuli may produce either increased

or decreased resistance to tumors depending upon tv¡o

parameters chronicity and controllability of the Stressor.

Specifically it v¡as concluded that acute uncontrollable

stress typically exacerbates tumor growth while this effect
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is not seen with controllable or with chronic uncontrollable

stress. In a representative study Sklar and Ànisman (1979)

found that DBA/ZJ mice receiving a single session of acute

inescapable shocks grev¡ larger tumors and had higher

mortality rates than escapably shocked or non-shocked

controls. On the other hand, increased tumor growth was no

longer seen after five sessions of similar treatment and was

actually inhibited after ten such sessions.

More recent studies have focused on the

immunosuppressive effects of acute inescapable but not

escapable shocks on measures of tumor rejection or direct

measures of cellutar immune function. In a study of tumor

rejection, Visintainer, VolpicelIi and Seligman (1982) found

that male Sprague DawIey rats receiving threshold injections

of tumor cells (WaIker 256 sarcoma) prior to inescapable

shock showed lower tumor rejection rates than escapable or

no-shock controls. These results are consistent with the

effects of acute inescapable shock on tumor growth (Sktar &

Anisman , 1979). Results paralleling tumor rejection data

using in vitro measures of cellular immune functioning were

reported by Laudenslager, Ryan' Drugan, Hyson and Maier

(1983). These investigators subjected rats to inescapable

tail shock, escapable shock or no-shock and 24 hours later

after all animals had been primed with a short series of

mild inescapable footshocks, lymphocyte proliferation was

assessed. They found that lymphocyte proliferation was
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significantly suppressed in previously inescapably shocked

animals relative to escapably shocked controls. In a

similar vein, Shavit, Lewis, Terman, Gale and Liebeskind

(1984) found suppressed Natural KiIler (Hn) CeIl activity in

Fischer 344 rats receiving intermittent (inescapable)

footshock compared to continuousLy shocked controls. The

former treatment is reversible by opioid antagonists thereby

implicating endogenous opioids in the immune response.

StiIl other research (Greenberg, Dyck & Sandler, 1984¡

Greenberg, Dyck, Sandler, Pohajdak, DreseI & Grant, 1984)

has shown that the in vivo elimination of NK ceII sensitive

tumors (murine Iymphomas) is suppressed following exposure

to acute inescapable tail electric shock while chron-ic

exposure to inescapable shock actually augmented tumor

e1 iminat ion .

The aforementioned results in general are consistent

with the analysis of acute inescapable but not escapable

aversive events being immunosuppressive' whiIe, chronic

exposure to these same stressors either Shows no effect or

immunoenhancement. Àder and Cohen (1985) stress that

parametric analysis of the effects of stress, coping factors

and immunocompetence need to be done to further advance our

understanding of the contribution of these factors to

infectious and neoplastic disease and provide an appropriate

summary by which to end this section. They state that the

contribution of stress on immune function depends upon:

(a) the quality and quantity (intensity,
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frequency, and duration) of stressful

stimulation and the availability of means

for coping with the environmental demands;

(b) the quality and quantity of immunogenic

stimulationi (c) the temporal relationship

between stressful stimulation and immunogenic

stimulationi (d) the parameters of

immunological reactivity and the time(s) at

which measurements are made; (e) the social
(".g., housing) and environmental

(".g., temperature, time of day) conditions

on which stressful and immunogenic stimulation

are superimposedt (f) a variety of host

factors such as species, strain, ä9€, gender

and nutritional state; and (g) the

interaction among these several variables.
(p. 380 )

C1ear1y, we are still a Iong way from defining the

mechanisms by which stress and immunological interactions

take place.
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Conditioning of Immunobiologic Responses

Hi stor ical Overview of Conditioninq of Immune Responses

The earliest research in conditioning of immunobiologic

responses ï¡as conducted in the Soviet Union beginning in the

Iate 1920s by followers of Pavlov. l One of the first

investigations of the interaction between conditioning and

immunity is thought to nave been conducted by Metalnikov and

Chorine (1926) (c.f. Àder, 1981b). It had already been

established at that time that injection of foreign material

into the peritoneum of guinea pigs unconditionally elicited

a nonspecific defense reaction characterized by an increase

in polymorphonuclear (p¡¡¡¡) leukocytes2 as well as the

formation and secretion of antibodies. Using this

See Ader's 1981b and Àder and Cohen's 1985 detailed
reviews of the early Soviet research in conditioning of
immunobiologic responses.

By definition, an antigen is a molecule t.hat stimulates
immune responses (e"g. antibodies) by activating only
those lymphocytes that bear surface receptors for þhat
antigen" L.ike surface receptors, the antibodies that are
elicited will react only with the antigen that induced
their production. Such reactions are referred to as
immunologically spec i f ic . I n contrast , ant igenic as well
as nonantigenic materials can aLso elicit defense
responses characterized by the production of nonantibody
humóraI factors. These factors (e.9. chemotactic,
mitogenic, lytic, macrophage activating) interact with a
varièty of leukocytes in a nonantigen-specific vray and
thereby effect elimination of any foreign material that
happens to be in the vicinity. Such rea'ctions are
refãrred to as "nonspecific". (ttris quote is taken from
Ader and Cohen, 1985, PP. 395).

2
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information they endeavoured to condition elevated IeveIs in

PMNs by Pavlovian conditioning techniques. Guinea pigs

received ip injections of tapioca (bacillus anthracis) or

staphylococcus filtrate (UCSs) in association with CSs of

heat or a scratch apptied to an area of the skin. Animals

received single CS-UCS pairings daily for 18-25 days

followed by a 12-15 day rest interval to allow the

peritoneal exudate to return to baseline leveIs. One animal

that received 21 CS-UCS pairings and was reexposed to the CS

1 3 days later showed a .6 to 62% increase in polynucleated

cells in a 5 hour period. Two other animals showed similar

responses providing additional support for conditioned

increases in PMNs.

Metalnikov and Chorine then conducted a second study to

determine if conditioned stimuli could be used to combat

infection. Twelve cs (scratching of skin) - ucS (ip

injection of staphylococcus fittrate) p.irings were

administered daily to two guinea pigs. Ten days after

conditioning the CS $tas presented alone several times. The

following day the two experimental guinea pigs and an

additional untreated control animal v¡ere given. a lethal ip

dose of vibrio cholera. The control animal died while the

two experimental animals survived. Two subsequent

experiments repeated this exact same procedure with one

modification. In these experiments only one of the two

experimental anirnal-s was reexposed to the CS before
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receiving the lethaI vibrio culture. Thus two animals vrere

conditioned one of which was reexposed to the CS; one animal

received no conditioning treatment; all animals received

lethal leve1s of vibrio culture. In these cases only the

experimental animal reexposed to the CS lived or survived

longer than the other two animals.

In another study changes in a speeifie antibody titers

in rabbits was measured (t'letalnikov & Chorine, 1928, c.f .

Àder 1 981 b ) . À group of three rabbi ts v¡as exposed to CSs of

heat to the ear or scrat.ching of a flank followed by UCSs of

2 cc of vibrio cholera emulsion injected ip. These daily

CS-UCS pairings occurred for 12-15 days. Conditioning of

antibody titer was assessed by reexposure to the CS three

weeks later (when antibody titer v¡as stiII high). The two

animals reexposed (rabbits 92 and 93) exhibited elevated

antibody titers relative to the third animal (rabbit 96) not

reexposed to the CS. Subsequent reexposure to the CS two

months later in animals 93 and 96 again showed elevated

titers while rabbit 92 who vras not reexposed showed no

change in antibodies. The results of these experiments

suggested that levels of specific antibodies could be

conditioned.

A haemagglutination antibody titer is a measure of
antibody activity in blood serum. Different dilutions
serum aie mixed with a specific antigen and placed in
welIs of agglutination trays. The term titer itself
refers to the highest serum dilution giving an
unequivocally positive reaction or antibody response.
(eAãptea from noitt, r.M., 1977, pP. 134-135. )

3

of
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The potential importance of the aforementioned studies

by Metalnikov and Chorine was the impetus for further

investigations. One of the superior studies of its time vras

conducted by Ostravskaya (1930) (c.f. Ader 1981b, PP.

926-328) who increased both the use of control conditions

and the number of subjects. A CS of kinesthetic stimuli
(either heat, scratching or electrical stimulation) vtas

presented for 3-5 minutes followed by an ip injection of

antigen (ucs). Conditioned subjects (guinea pigs) received

CS-UCS pairings once daity for three weeks. Nonconditioned

subjects received the CS vrithout Lhe UCS or the UCS without

the CS. On the test duy, 10-15 days later, Pêritoneal
exudate4 was examined at different intervals before and

after UCS exposure and before and after CS presentation.

Sixty seven percent of conditioned subjects reexposed to the

CS exhibited an increase in polymorphonuclear leucocytes in

their peritoneal exudate while only 23"Á of controls showed

this change.

Numerous other studies followed Metalnikov and Chorine

and Ostravskaya in further attempts to document

conditionability of immune responses' but most llere fraught

with methodological and procedural difficulties. These

a Peritoneal exudate is a fluid removed from the peritoneal
cavity of an animal; it has a high concentration of
protein and cellular debris which has escaped from blood
vessels and has been deposited in tissues or on tissue
surfaces, usually as a result of inflammation. (edapted
from Dorland's Pocket Medical Dictionary, 1982, 23 ed.,
Toronto, Ontario: W.B. Saunders Company. )
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problems are aptly summarized by Ader and cohen (1985):

...by 1960 several Russian studies had

indicated that it was possible to condition

alterations in specific immune responses

( i.e., antibody production). However,

the failure to confirm these observations

in some laboratories and the lack of any

notion as to how conditioned immunomodulation

might occur left the issue open. ÀIso'

the variety of experimental paradigms made

it difficult to discern the nature of any

functional relationships between parameters

of the conditioning process and immunological

changes. For example, the nature of the

antigen as well as the dose, route of

inoculation, frequency of application, and

the temporal relationship among conditioning,

antigenic stimulation, and reexposure to

conditioned stimuli are aII relevant

parameters that could influence the observation

of conditioning effects. SimilarIy, the

qualitative and quantitative characteristics

of Èhe CS, the CS-UCS interval, and the

number of conditioning trials varied among

experiments or, in a single experiment had

been found to influence the conditioned

response. (p. 3821
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Contemporary 10nrno Immune Res nsesResearch in Condit of

Despite the difficulties inherent in earlier attempts

to document conditioning of immune responses much progress

has been and is currently being made. Àmong the forerunners

in contemporary "pSychOneuroimmunology" are RObert Àder '

Nicholas Cohen and their research colleagues at the

University of Rochester.

Conditioninq and Humoral or Antibody Þlediated Immunit v

Àder and colleagues rediscovered the conditioning of

humoral--s immune responses when Some of the animals involved

in taste aversion learning experiments began to die. The

animals (rats) were being exposed to saccharin flavoured

water and an immunosuppressive drug (cyclophosphamide - UCS)

which reliably produced a taste aversion to saccharin. Upon

re-exposure to the CS (saccharin) during extinction trials,

some of the animals died. Further examination revealed that

5 When a foreign body (antigen) enters the body two types of
immune responses can occur. The first, humoral or
antibody mãAiated immuniLy (ttre subject of this section)
is characterized by the synthesis and release of free
antibody into the blood and other bodily fluids.
Antibodles are non-ceIIular factors carried as soluble
protein in the blood and bodily fluids. Some examples of
äntibodies are the various classes of immunoglobulins and
complement. These antibodies act by direct combination
with and neutralization of bacterial toxins by coating
bacteria to enhance their phagocytosis and so on. The
second type of immune respònse, cell mediated (T-cell
mediated immunity) will be dealt with in a subsequent
section. (Footnote adapted from Roitt, I.M., 1977, PP.
47.)
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the animals which died f irst v¡ere those that had ingested

the largest volume of Saccharin i.e., those which received

Lhe largest amount of exposure to the CS. Suspecting that

the death of the animals might be due to a conditioned

immunosuppression which developed to the CS (saccharin),

Ader and Cohen (1975) designed an experiment to test this

possibility (eder, 1981a, Ader & Cohen, 1985).

The standard protocol used by Àder and Cohen (1975)

(and in many subsequent experiments) utilized placebo,

nonconditioned and conditioned groups. Àfter animals (male

Charles River rats) were adapted to drinking lheir total

daily water intake during a 15 minute period, conditioning

treatments began. Conditioned animals received saccharin

(0.1 % sodium saccharin solution) in their drinking water

(CS) fotlowed 30 minutes later by the UCS (ip injection of

5O ng/kg cyclophosphamide, CY). Nonconditioned (¡tC) animals

received plain tap water followed by cyclophosphamide 30

minutes later. Placebo (p) animals received tap water

followed by an equal volume of vehicle injected ip. Ànimals

received plain water for the next two days during their 15

minute drinking period.

On the third day after conditioning all animals

received ip injections of antigen (sheep red blood cells,

SRBC). Thirty minutes Iater animals were re-exposed to

saccharin or water followed by injections of CY or saline.

Conditioned animals were divided into three subgroups: 1.
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Group CS which received a single drinking bottle of

saccharin followed by saline either 3 days,6 days or on

days 3 and 6 after conditioning; 2. Group UCS which received

plain water and an injection of CY to determine the

unconditional immunosuppressive effects of CY; 3. Group CSo

which received only plain water and a saline injection to

control for prior conditioning effects. During this phase

conditioned animals vÍere counterbalanced so that they

received either plain drinking water with or without saline

injections or saccharin and saline injections to control for

fluid consumption and injection treatments over aIl groups.

Nonconditioned animals received saccharin and saline

injections to control for saccharin consumption and ip

injections. Placebo animals were unmanipulated and only had

access to plain drinking water during their 15 minute

drinking periods. Nine days after conditioning aIl animals

were sacrificed and trunk blood was collected for

haemagglutinating antibody assay.

The results substantiated Ader and Cohen's (1975]-

initial suspicions. The placebo group had the highest

antibodls titers. The nonconditioned and CSo groups did not

differ from each other but were both significantly lower in

immune activity than the placebo group. Group UCS which

received CY after antigen totally suppressed immune

activity. The two critical experimental groups to assess

conditioned immunosuppression were group CS1 (receiving one
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CS exposure) and.group CS2 (receiving two CS exposures).

Antibody titers in Groups CS1 and CS2 were significantly

lower than the placebo, nonconditioned and CSo groups. In

addition, Group CS2 had titers below CS1 but the differences

were not significant. These initial results suggested that

conditioned immunosuppression of humoral immune responses

were possible.

Replications of this initial experiment have been

perf ormed with mal-e Sprague Dawley rats (Rogers, Reich,

Strom & Carpenter, 1976) and male Wistar rats (wayner,

Flannery & Singer , 1978) using essentially the same

procedures as Ader & Cohen (1975). Both of these studies

found signif icantly lower haemagglutinating antibody titers

in groups receiving two CS re-exposures compared to the

other groups, while the single CS re-exposure group did not

exhibit significant suppression of antibody titer. These

experiments are consistent with Àder and Cohen (1975) in

demonstrating the conditioned immunosuppression phenomenon.

Further research has attempted to replicate and extend

the generalizability of the conditioned immunosuppression

phenomenon by varying conditioning parameters within Ader's

taste aversion protocol. For instance, the dose of CY has

been increased from 50 to 75 ng/kg (eder & Cohen , 1981), the

UCS to produce immunosuppression has been changed from CY to

methotrexate (eder & Cohen, 1981), the CS in the taste

aversion model has been changed from saccharin to sucrose
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solution (eder & Cohen, 1981) and to a chocolate rnilk

solution (eder & Cohen, 1985), the antigen used to produce

antibodies has been changed from SRBC to

2,4,6-trinitrophenyl coupled to lipopolysaccharide (Cohen,

Àder, Green & Bovbj€r9, 1979), or Brucella Abortus (wayner

et aI. 1978), the time between conditioning and CS

reexposure has been varied (Ader, Cohen & Bovbj€F9, 1982),

as has been the number of CS reexposures before antigenic

stimulation (eder et â1., 1982), differential fluid intake

has been controlted (ader et â1., 1982), and conditioning

vlas assessed at different periods of time after antigenic

stimulation (eder et â1., 1982). rn all these cases the

conditioned immunosuppressive effect, although not always

Iarge, has been consistently seen (ader, 1980, 1981a). This

robustness of the conditioned immunosuppressive effect is

summarized by Àder (1981a) who states:

...we have changed the CS and the US ,

varied the dose of immunosuppressive drug,

increased the number of conditioning

trials, increased the number of times

conditioned animals vrere reexposed to

the CS, decreased the possibility that

control groups vrere experiencing some of

the stimuli that comprised the complex CS,

lengthened the interval between the

conditioning and subsequent antigenic

stimulation in order to reduce the residual

immunosuppressive effects of CY, equated
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fluid consumption, varied sample time, and

used mice as weII as different strains of

rats. The basic phenomenon could be observed

under a variety of circumstances but, despite

the methodologic refinements, we have not

magnified the effects or conditioning. The

results have been consistent and indãpendently

verifiable, but the effect has remained

smalI. (p. 433)

In addition to demonstrating the generality of

conditioned immunosuppression in their model, Ader and

colleagues have also sought to quell arguments of the

conditioning phenomenon being due to a stress induced

increase in steroid levels leading to immunosuppression. In

Ader's conditioning protocol cyclophosphamide (CV) has

served as the UCS for suppression of antibody activity. It

is known that both lithium chloride (liCf) and CY are

effective UCSs for producing taste aversions, elevations in

corticosterone leveIs and conditioned adrenocortical

responses (¡der, 1976). The two stimuli differ in that LiCI

does not suppress the antibody immune response to SRBC, and

as such, LiCl is a useful tool for assessing whether

increased corticosterone levels superimposed upon residual

immunosuppressive effects of cyclophosphamide mediate

conditioned immunosuppression. Two experiments (Ader 6'

Cohen , 1975¡ Ader, Cohen & Grota, 1g1g) assessed this
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question. Ader and Cohen ( 1 975) used their standard

protocol but substituted LiCt for CY. The rats developed a

taste aversion when subsequently tested but exhibited no

conditioned immunosuppressive effects. Ader et 41. (1979)

also failed to find conditioned immunosuppression in animals

that received LiCl as the UCS. In addition animals

receiving injections of corticosterone at the time they were

to be reexposed to the CS (saccharin) also did not show

significant reduction in antibody activity compared to

controls. These experiments then, lent no support to the

hypothesis that conditioned immunosuppression is the result

of a non-specific stress reaction mediated by

glucocort icoids. 6

Other researchers have also attempted to extend the

generality of conditioned immunosuppression by using

measures of immune functioning different from Ader and

colleagues. For instance, Gorczynski, Macrae and Kennedy

(1983) (c.f. Gorczynski & Kennedy, 1984) using Balb/c mice

paired saccharin (CS) and cyclophosphamide (UCS) three times

with 21 day intertrial intervals. Mice vrere then injected

with sheep red blood cells (antigen) and a plaque forming

cell response (pfC)7 $tas measured 6 days later. Gorczynski

The reader should be allare that Gorczynski, Macrae and
Kennedy (1983) were unable to obtain conditioned
immunosuppressive responses in adrenalectomized mice, but
according- to Àder & cohen ( 1 985) pp. 395 footnote 13,
Gorczynski has subsequently been abl-e to obtain taste
aversions based on the experimental paradigm used in his
Iaboratory.

6
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et a1. (1983) found conditioned immunosuppression in this

experiment but only in animals that received CS-UCS pairings

earlier during the day. Additional evidence of condiLioned

immunosuppression $¡as also found in animals reexposed to

immunologicatly inert cues after pairings of these cues with

rotat ional stress (UCS ) which unconditionally produced

immunosuppression (Gorczynski et a1. 1983).

Ànother group of researchers has also used the PFC

response as a dependent measure to assess effects of taste

aversion conditioning on immune system activity. Similar to

Ader and Cohen (1975\, McCoy, Roszman, Miller, Kelly and

titus (1986) began by adapting female Fischer 344 rats to

water deprivation for five days. On the 6Lh day animals

were randomly assigned to one of four conditioning groups:

1) Group C which received 15 minutes exposure to 0.15%

saccharin solution followed 30 minutes Iater by ip

injections of 50 ng/kg cY; 2l Group u received the same

treatment as Group C; 3) Group P which received Sac followed

30 minutes later by saline and 4) Group R which received 15

minutes exposure to water followed by CY. Water deprivation

Rather than measuring serum antibody titers (as has been
done by Ader and colleagues) Gorczynski and coworkers
enumerale individual antibody-forming lymphocytes in a
plaque assay. Immune lymphocytes from sRBc-immunized
ãnimals are incubated with the antigen and complement in a
semisolid supporting medium (".9., agar). A cleat zone of
hemolysis ( i.e., a plaque) occurs around each antibody
releaÈing ceII and these plaques can be counted. Peak PFC
responses occur before peak Serum antibody titers can be
detécted, and as such PFC responses are a more sensitive
measure of antibody activity. (Footnote adapted from Ader
& Cohen, 1985, pP. 395).

7
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resumed for days 4-6. On day 7 all rats were injected ip

with antigen (SngC) and exposed 30. minutes later to Sac

(Groups C and P) or water (Groups U and R) drinking

solutions. Thirty minutes later Group U was administered a

furLher injection of CY to determine its unconditional

effects whiLe groups C, P and R received saline. Six days

later (Oay 13 9 days after conditioning) animals were

sacrificed and assayed for PFC responses. Data on fluid

intake by the rats showed Group C animals who received Sac +

CY pairings and were reexposed to Sac to significantly

reduce fluid intake relative to Group U and P animals and

relative to their own fluid intake on the day of

conditioning. Immunological data on PFC responses were

consistent with data on fluid consumpt ion. Group C

exhibited significantly lower PFC responses than Group P or

Group R replicating conditioned immunosuppression observed

by Àder and Cohen (1975) using serum antibody titers. In a

second experiment McCoy et aI. (1986) utilized the same

protocol with minor modifications using Ba|b/c mice as

subjects. They obtained essentially the same results in

fluid consumption and immunological data. In addition, in a

third experiment with BaLb/c mice these results were also

replicated and extended to a group with a 3 hour delay

between Sac and CY adminisÈration.

Conditioned immunosuppression has also

Kl-osterhalf en and Klosterhalf en (1983b) who

been verified by

studied adjuvant

.Ð
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induced arthritis in female Han Wistar rats.8 Conditioned

animals received a saccharin-vanilIa drinking solution (CS)

paired with cyclophosphamide (ucs 1OOmg/kg in experiment

1 ¡ 80 ng/kg in experiment 2) . Nonconditioned animals

received the CS and UCS in a noncontingent manner. Ten days

Iater animals Ì¡ere reexposed to the CS and received a

subplantars injection of Freund's complete adjuvant (CFa) to

induce arthritis. Hind paw swelling was assessed by two

raters at various periods after CFÀ injection and subsequent

CS reexposures to quantify immunosuppression. Dramatic

swelting occurred in injected pavrs 24 hours later, but,

there were no group differences. In contrast, re-exposure

of conditioned animals to the CS at the time of injection of

CFA, and, 2 and 4 days later signif.icantly attenuated

swelting seen in the uninjected paw relative to control

animals when measured 12-20 days after CFA injection.

I Adjuvant induced arthritis is a widely used animal analog
of human rheuma
established by
a mixture of
incorporated in
a rat. within 24 hours this pavr swells considerably. On
about the 12th postinjection duy, the uninjected paw also
starts to show signs of inflammation. The volumes of both
paws increase during the following week and slow1y
decrease thereafter. In most animals the injected hind
pavr gets much thicker than the contralateral one.
(Footnote adapted from Klosterhalfen & Klosterhalfen,
1983b, pÞ. 463).

s ¡ subplantar injection is one given beneath the sole of
the foot.

toid a
inject
tïtte
a wat

rthritis. Adjuvant arthritis can be
ing Freund's complete adjuvant (Cne
d human mycobacterium tuberculosis
er-oiI emulsion) into the hind paw of
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Ànother recent study (Sato, Flood & Makinodan, .1984)

investigated the effect of a stimulus paired with shock on

immunologic recovery in mice exposed to X-irradiation.

Ba1b-c mice were subjected to 25 pairings of a buzzer (CS)

and 3 seconds of .35m4 inescapable electric footshock (UCS)

for five conditioning sessions. Two days after the last

session the mice were exposed to low dose X-irradiation (200

Rads) to suppress immunological reactivity. Fourteen days

later mice received six sessions of five CS reexposures.

Antigen (SnSC) was injected iv after the 4th CS reexposure

trial. Spleens were removed and assessed for plaque forming

cell responses 4 days after antigen injection. Ànimals

unirradiated and stressed showed no suppression of antibody

activity. In contrast, âDimaIs irradiated and reexposed to

the CS assoc iated with inescapable shock were

immunocompromised relative to similarly trained groups not

reexposed to the CS at test. This experiment then further

supports the existence and generalizability of conditioned

immunosuppression of humoral immune responses.

Finally, in contrast to the majority of studies finding

conditioned suppression of a humoral immune response '
Jenkins, Chadwick and Nevin ( 1 983 ) have demonstrated

conditioned enhancement of antibody production. These

researchers used a variation of Ader's taste aversion

paradigm. After animals were adapted to drinking their

daily water intake during a 30 minute interval the
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experiments began. In a first experiment there were 3

groupsr 2 conditioned groups, Group cs2 and Group CSoì a

nonconditioned (¡rC) group. On the day of conditioning (nay

0) Groups CSZ and CSo received 0.1% saccharin drinking

solution (sec) and ip injections of Licl (128 ng/kg in a

volume of z0 nL/kg). This treatment constituted the cs.

These animals then received the US an ip injection of

antigen Q nL/kg of 1% thrice washed suspension of sheep red

blood celIs - SRBC). Group NC received normal drinking

water, ip injections of water and ip injections of sRBc. on

days 7 and 9 Groups CS2 and NC were exposed to SAC + LiCI

(CS) while Group CSo received normal drinking water and ip

injections of water. On day 13 blood was drawn from aII

rats for hemagglutinating antibody titer analysis. On day

16 all three groups received treatment identical to that on

days 7 and g, and, on day 20 blood was again removed from

aII rats to assess antibody titers. Experiment 2 was a

replication of experiment 1 with 2 dífferences. Firstly'

the experiment was terminated on day 13 after removal of

blood for anlibody analysis. Secondly, âD additional 9roup,

US, received SAC + LiCI (CS) plus SRBC (US) on the

conditioning day (Oay O); received normal drinking water +

injections of water plus SRBC (US) on days 7 and 9. Blood

was also taken from this group for antibody analysis on day

13. No differences were found between NC and CSo groups in

experiment 1 at day 1 3 or 20, nor in experiment 2 at day 13,

therefore these 2 groups were pooled for comparison to CS2'
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within each experiment, The resul-ts showed that group CS2

had significantly higher hemagglutinating antibody titers

compared to the pooled control group for both experiments 1

and 2 on day 13. Although higher titers were also observed

in Group CS2 on day 20 in experiment 1, this difference was

not significant. These results then show conditioned

enhancement of a humoral immune response (hemagglutinating

antibody titers) can also be obtained using Àder's taste

aversion paradigm.

Conditioninq and CeI1 Mediated Immunitv

In addition to demonstrations of the conditionability

of humoral immune responses (antibody mediated immunity)

other evidence suggests that conditioning can influence

various types of cells involved in immunity collectively

called cel1 mediated immunity.lo

10 In contrast to the previous section which dealt with
humoral immunity, this section deals with research in
cel1 mediated immunity. CeII mediated immunity is a bit
of an archaic term which used to be synonymous with t-
ceIl (thymus ceII) mediated immunity. T-ceII mediated
immunity involves the production of 'sensitized'
lymphocytes which have antibody-Iike molecules on their
surface ('ceII-bound antibody'). These resultant ceIIs
are involved in rejection of skin transplants and delayed
hypersensitivity reactions. The current definition of
ce11 mediated immunity is much broader, including any
type of immune functioning delivered by a whole cell.
Rather than talk about immune functioning per sêr current
immunologists talk about immune functioning regulated by
classes of ce11s. Some examples of cell classes are beta
cells which produce antibodies, T-cel1s which kiIl or
assist in killing other cells (hetper T ce11s, suppressor
T ceI1s, Killer T ceIIs, a1lo-responsive T ceIIs),
macrophagês, PMN's (polymorphonuclears) and NK (NaturaI
Kilter) ceI1s. (Footnote adapted from Roitt, I. M.,
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Bovbjerg, Ader and Cohen (1982) were able to modify

their standard taste aversion conditioning protocol to

investigate the possibility of conditioned immunosuppression

of a local graf t-vs-hosÈ response (GvHn).11 Female (f,ewis x

Brown Norway) F1 rats v¡ere subjected to different treatments

48 days before induction of a local GvHR. Conditioned

animals !{ere exposed to a 0.15% sodium saccharin drinking

solution (sac) followed by ip injections of 50m9/kg cY.

Nonconditioned (Hcr) animals received cY followed by

saccharin 28 days Iater. Placebo (p) animals received

saccharin and ip injections of saline. On the day of

grafting 48 days later (day 0), all animals received an

injection in the -right hind footpad of splenic leucocytes

obtained from female Lewis donors. Previously treat.ed

conditioned animals were then divided into three subgroups.

The experimental group (CS reexposure CSr) was reexposed

to Sac and injected with saline on day 0, injected with

1\ng/kg CV 1 day after the graft (day 1 ) and again reexposed

to saccharin and saline on the second day after grafting

1977, pp. 47) .

In a GvHR, graf ted T lyrnphocytes recognize
histoincompatibility alloantigens on ceIls of the host
(but not vice versa). rn the local GvHR reaction
parental strain lymphoid cells arg injected into the hind
toot footpads of F1 hybrid offspring. The recognition of
nonself bt the injected donor cells results in the
proliferalion and recruitment of donor and host celIs in
itte regional draining lymph node (popliteal node). This
proliferation of celIs is quantified by.comparing thg
weights of lymph node that drains the site of injection
and the contialateral node. (Adapted from Àder and
Cohen, 1985, pp. 395; Bovbjêr9, Ader & Cohen, 1982, pp.
593).

11
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(day 2). Ànother conditioned subgroup (HO CS CSo) was

injected with cY (10mg/kg) on day 1 as a control for group

CSr. The third conditioned subgroup (Group US) experienced

no reexposure to saccharin but received CY (1Omg/kg) on days

0, 1, and 2 to define the unconditional effects of the drug.

Nonconditioned animals received Sac on days 0, 1, and 2 and

cY (10m9/f9) on day 1 as did group CSr. FinaIIy, P animals

received only Sac on days 0, 1, and 2 to control for any of

its unconditional effects. Five days after grafting

poptiteal lymph nodes v¡ere removed, dried, and weighed to

quantify the GvHR. Às expected group US showed the lowest

GvHR (lightest ipsilateral node weights) consistent with the

immunosuppressive effects of CY. In contrast, P animals

showed the greatest GvHR (largest ipsilateral node weights).

Group NCr and CSo showed lower GvHR than the P animals but

only the latter difference vras significant; both groups

showed significantly greater GvHRs relative to group US.

FinaIly, the critical experimental group, CSr, which

received two CS reexposures had significantly Iower

ipsilateral node weights than P' NCr and CSo groups, and, in

addition, it did not dif f er f rom gto,rþ us which received two

more 1\ng/kg Cv injections. These results extended

conditioned immunosuppressio.n to a GvHR 7 weeks after

initial conditioning.

In a subsequent study, BovbjêF9, Ader and Cohen, (1984)

again used a local GvHR in female Lewis x Brown Norway F1
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rats to attempt to replicate and extend their previous

results. Adding to the design of the earlier study,

Bovb jer_o et aI. ( 1984 ) interspersed extinction trials
(saccharin exposure + saline injection) during the seven

week period between conditioning and induction of the GvHR.

Three extinction groups v¡ere included: CS-4 (a group

receiving four extinction trials - one trial every I days),

CS-9 (a group receiving nine extinction trials - one trial

every 4 days) and CS-18 (a group receiving eighteen trials -

one trial every 2 days). Consistent with results of the

previous study, ãDima1s receiving three exposures to Sac

(CS) and CY (UCS) showed lowest GvHRs and P animals (Sac +

Saline) exhibited greatest GvHRs. Conditioned animals

reexposed to Sac (CS-O) after graft induction also again

showed significant suppression of the GvHR relative to

conditioned animals not reexposed to the CS (CSo).

Conditioned animals receiving four extinction trials (CS-¿)

also exhibited significant suppression of the GvHR relative

to CSo. However, groups CS-9 and CS-18 vtere not

significantly suppressed relative to CSo indicating further

extinction trials were successful in attenuating the
rI

conditioned suppression of the GvHR. This information thus

further extends the role of conditioning parameters in

modulation of ce11 mediated immune processes.

Much of the prior research in conditioning

immunobiologic responses has used CY (which has

of

nox i ous
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gastrointestinal effects) as a UCS for taste aversion and

immunosuppression. In an attempt to determine whether

behaviorally conditioned immunosuppression of a cell-

mediated immune response was possible with UCSs other than

CY in a taste aversion paradigm, Kusnecov, Sivyer, King,

Husband, Cripps, and Clancy (1983) used a biologic

immunosuppressant (rabbit antirat lymphocyte serum - ÀLS)

which selectively destroys lymphocytes in rats without other

side effects. Male Wistar rats were adapted to a water

deprivation schedule similar to that of Àder and Cohen

(1975). On the conditioning day (day 0) animals were

randomly assigned to one of three treatment groups. One

group (saccharin/rabbit anti-rat lymphocyte serum SacrlafS)

received exposure to 0.3% saccharin in tap water (CS)

followed by a 0.2 ml ip injection of ALS (uCS). À second

group (saccharin/normal rabbit serum sac/NRs) received

similar treatment receiving normal rabbit serum as the UCS.

A third group (water/rabbít antirat lymphocyte serum

water/ar,S) received tap water as the CS followed by ALS.

AIl animals vrere given ad lib access to food and water for

the next I days. On days 9-13 water deprivation was

reinstuted. On the fourteenth day after conditioning

animals were reexposed to the CS (either saccharin or water)

and subsequently again given ad Iib access to food and

water. On day 21 all animals were sacrificed, mesenteric

lymph nodes removed and immunological reactivity of

dissociated ceIIs were assessed via a mixed lymphocyte
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cuIture.l2 Results indicated that group Sac/er,S exhibited a

taste aversion to saccharin on the 14th day after

conditioning relative to Sac/unS and Water/xr.S control

groups. Reactivity of mesenteric lymph node cel1s showed

that the Sac/ar,S group was significantly less reactive

compared to Water/xr,S and Sac/unS groups, while the Sac/unS

and Water/af.S groups did not differ. The data therefore

illustrates Lhat saccharin paired with a biological

immunosuppressant (ALS) produces a greater suppression of

mesenteric lymph node cell reactivíty upon reexposure to the

CS than animals receiving only ALS (water/el-,s) and

demonstrates conditioned immunosuppression of a ceII

mediated response with UCSs other than CY are possible.

Some evidence suggesting the influence of conditioning

manipulations in modulating cell mediated immune responses

has also been found in humans. Smith and McDaniels (1983)

12 In the mixed lymphocyte culture reaction, Iymphocytes
from two histoincompatible animals are cocultured for
several days. In this case spleen cells from a different
strain of rat (lnbred male and female rats of the DA
strain) were cocultured with ceIIs of the mesenteric
lymph nodes of male Wistar rats. The ensuing
pioliferation of T-cells is quantified by scintillation
spectrometry of the cultures that were pulsed with
tritiated thymidine for several hours prior to the
termination of the culture period. Proliferation
reflects the recognition of foreign histocompatibility
alloantigens by T-celIs that do not themselves display
the same antigens. If lymphocytes from one of the
animals are prevented from proliferating, then the
thymidine incorporation reflects proliferation of ceIIs
frõm the animal-that provided the responder cells (i.e.,
the animal that was treated with er,S in this case the
Wistar rats) (r'ootnote adapLed f rom Ader and Cohen,
1 985, pp. 395).
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vrere interested in determining whether the delayed type

hypersensitivity reaction (ptH) 1 3 to tuberculin in humans

could be reduced by conditioning manipulations. Seven

volunteer subjects participated in an experiment in which

they were subjected to 6 monthly tuberculin skin testing

sessions. A nurse blinded to the experimental protocol

administered treatments. For 5 monthly sessions one arm of

each subject was consistently administered a substance from

a green vial (tuberculin), while the other arm received a

substance from a red vial (saline). On the test trial

(month 6) the contents of the vials were reversed and each

subject now received tuberculin in the arm that previously

received saline and vice versa. The UCS in this situation

was the tuberculin injection which produced erythema and

induration (UCns) while the CS consisted of the multitude of

cues in the drug administration situation (".9., the vials

the drug was in, the room and day of the week treatment took

place, the nurse etc.). Each subject was monitored for the

amount of erythema and induration present in each arm 24 and

48 hours after each of the 6 monthly treatments. Results

indicated no erythema or induration after any of the saline

trials. However, the arms that received tuberculin after

13 Delayed type hypersensitivity (pfgl f.?gtions are
inflãmmatóiy réèponses that are initially mediated by T

lymphocytesl thãy are measured by a local skin reaction
(erytfrema redness of skin due to congestion of

"upillaries; 
induration hardening of the skin) that

ocãur s 24-48 hours after the cutaneous challenge wiÈh an
antigen to which an individual .has previously been
immuñized (sensitized). (Footnote adapted from Ader and
Cohen, (1985), pp. 395)
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five repeated saline trials showed significant diminutíon in

erythema and induration relative to the stable level of

responding observed in the same arms during the five

previous saline trials. These results then are consistent

with a conditioned suppression (aiminution) of a delayed

type hypersensitivity response perhaps as a result of cs

preexposure (Iatent inhibition - Lubow & Moore, (1959).

Àdditional evidence consistent with the ability of

conditioned immunopharmacologic responses to modulate cell-

mediated immune functioning has been provided by Gorczynski,

Kennedy and Ciampi (1985). Using a taste aversion protocol

similar to Àder and Cohen (197il, Gorczynski et al-. (1985)

exposed Balb/c female mice to three pairings of 1% saccharin

drinking solution and ip injections of 125ng/kg CY at 21 day

intervals. Three weeks after the last trial animals

received iv tail vein injections of a Balb/c positive

plasmacytoma tumor. AnimaIS vrere then either reexposed to

saccharin or plain drinking water. Results indicated that

animals receiving sac and cY conditioning trials and

reexposed to Sac had significantly higher mortality rates

and significantly increased leveIs of plasmacytoma tumors.

Further experimentation revealed increased IeveIs of

histamine type II receptor bearing f suppressor cells in

spleen cells of these animals, and it was speculated that

conditioned increases in levels of these suppressor cells

may have been responsible for increased plasmacytoma tumor
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susceptibility as the administration of cimetidine (a

histamine type II receptor antagonist) reversed the

mortality previously seen.

À recent study has also provided evidence for

conditioned suppresssion of a ceII mediated immune response.

Using Àder's taste aversion paradigm O'Rei1Iy and Exon

(1986) investigated whether several immune responses could

be concomitantly conditioned in individual Sprague-Dawley

ratS. The immune responses measured included: (a) antibody

production to T-dependent keyhole Iimpet hemocyanin (I(¡,U) -

a measure of serum immunoglobulin G (fgC) antibodies, (b)

delayed type hypersensitivity reactions (foot pad swel-1ing)

to bovine serum albumin (sse), (c) natural killer ceII (Hxc)

cytotoxicity to tumour ce)-Is, (d) 2 immunoregulatory

cytokines lymphocyte derived interleukin 2 (ILZ) and

macrophage-derived prostaglandin E (pce), (e) spleen

weights, (f) number of splenocytes, and, (g) number of

resident peritoneal ceIIs. After animals had been adapted

to water intake, conditioning treatments began. On the day

of conditioning (Oay 0) conditioned animals received 0.15%

sodium saccharin solution (SeC) during their 30 minute

drinking periods followed by subcutaneous (sc) injections of

50 ng/kg cyclophosphamide (CV). Nonconditioned (UC) animals

received ptain drinking water and CY. Placebo (p) animals

received plain water and sc injections of vehicle. On day

15 each rat was injected sc with BSA to induce a delayed
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type hypersensitivity reaction (footpad swelling) and KLH to

induce a humoral (antibody) immune response. On day 22

conditioned animals were divided into 3 subgroups. Group

CS2 received SAC + sc injections of vehicle, group CSo

received water + vehicle, while group US received water +

CY. NC animals received SÀC + vehicle while P animals

received water + vehicle. AII rats also received a footpad

injection of BSA to assess suppression of delayed type

hypersensitivity (footpad swelling) on day 23, on day 23

footpads were measured to assess delayed type

hypersensitivity and received an additional KLH injection to

induce IgG antibody production. On day 26 exposure to SÀC'

water, CY or vehicle treatment combinalions were exactly as

on day 22. FinaIIy, on day 29 all animals were sacrificed

and alI other immune measures were assessed. Results showed

that group CS2 significantly reduced fluid intake on days 22

and 26 compared to group NC, indicating that a taste

aversion had developed. Results of the immune measures'

however, showed that only the cellular immunity response

NKC cytotoxicity was significantly suppressed in group CS2

relative to group CSo. Thus, this experiment further

extends conditioned suppression òf cellular immunity to

NKC I a cytotoxicitY.

Natural Killer Cells are a subpopulation of granular
lymphocytes believed to be the putative_efffector ceIls
tðr- sur-veillance against incipient neoplasia (see
subsequent section-on NK cells for further information).
Ñf<C "ftoto*icity 

is measured in a standard in vitro s lgr
release assay. EssentiaIIy, spleenS are disaggregated to
single cell èuspensions and red blood cells are lysed by

14
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Fina1ly, in contrast to the majority of research

demonstrating conditioned immunosuppression of various types

of immune responses, Gorczynski, Macrae and Kennedy (1982)

have provided evidence for conditioned enhancement of a ceII

mediated immune response. They studied the in vivo priming

of the cytotoxic T lymphocyte responses between individuals

of different inbred strains of mice. In this paradigm

introduction of a foreign alloantigenls (UCS - in this case

a skin graft from a different strain of mouse) induces an

immune response (uCn increase in cytotoxic T lymphocyte

precursor CTLp) which can be assessed in tissue culture.

The CS in this paradigm consists of aII the environmental

cues involved in preparation of the mouse for skin grafting

e.g., shaving of the area to be grafted, handling for ip

administration of pentobarbital anesthetic, excision of the

dermis in the area to be grafted, and encasement of the

grafted area in gauze and plaster of paris for g 1/2 days

all contribute to the CS complex. The administration of the

15

hypotonic shock. The remaining white blood cells are
incubated in vitro with an NK cell sensitive target,
YÀC-1 lymphoma tumour cells. The tumour cells are
labelled with 5 1Cr and NK celI cytotoxicity is assessed
by the amount of specific slCr released from lysed YÀC-1
tumour cells. NK ceII cytotoxicity is directly
proportional to the amount of srCr release.

Alloantigens are antigens obtained from one individual
(or inbred line) that wiII incite a specific immune
reaction when they are introduced into another individual
(or inbred line) of that same species. In this case the
tailskin grafts from C57BL/6J mice are the alloantigens
that produce increases in cytotoxic T lymphocyte
precuisors in CBA mice recipients. (nootnote adapted
irom Ader and Cohen, (1985)' pp. 395)
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UCS in this model is the actual grafting of allogeneic

tissue (taitskin grafts from 157BL/6J mice) to the graft

recipient (ma1e CBA mice) which produces increases in

cytotoxic T lymphocyte precursors (uCn). Conditioning

involved repeated pairings of the graft preparation and

grafting procedure (cS + UcS) over 40 day intervals (the

amount of time reguired for healing of aII wounds in the

manipulations used and the recovery of CTLp to baseline

Ievels). Three CS-UCS pairings were used in these

experiments followed by presentation of the CS alone (sham

graft). The results in two different experiments showed

that more than 50% ot animals conditioned and exposed to

sham grafting exhibited increases in CTLp (responders) while

the remainder showed no response. rn a second phase of the

experiment these responders vrere then divided into Lwo

groups. One group received two additional conditioning

trials and the other received two extinction trials (CS

exposures sham grafts). when both of these subgroups were

subsequently reexposed to the CS, those animals receiving

additional CS-UCS pairings showed an increase (enhancement)

in CTLp over their previous levels while animals in the

extinction condition displayed a significant decrease in

CTLp from their previous responses. These results are

provocative in the demonstration of conditioned enhancement

of an immune response and might be useful therapeutically if

a less "aversive" method of producing the enhancement could

be found.
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Other Evidence of Conditioned Immune Responses

Most of the contemporary research in conditioning of

immunobiologic responses has demonstrated suppression of

various immune mechanisms. One might ask, "What is the

adaptive significance of an individual lowering its

immunity?". Àlthough it provides a possible explanation for

disease onset, it seems almost paradoxical for an organism

to learn how to increase its susceptibility to disease! For

this reason, Àder and Cohen (1982) searched for a paradigm

in which conditioned suppression of an immune response would

be in the survival interests of the organism. The paradigm

chosen was an animal model of autoimmunel6 disease called

systemic lupus erythematosus (Srn). In SLE, female New

Zealand (xznl ) hybrid mice develop a lethal

glomerulonephritis (inflammation in the kidney with specific

inflammation the capillary loops in the renal glomeruli )

and progress of the disease can be monitored by the rate of

development of proteinuria (excess of serum proteins in the

urine). Progress ot the disease can be retarded by repeated

administration of CY. Therefore the question vras whether

16 Immune mechanisms of the body allow for differentiation
of self components from non-self components. When there
is a breakdown of these mechanisms the body can no longer
separate self from non-seIf and a condition called
auioimmunity (immunity against self) results. The whole
Spectrum of diseases and disorders involving attack of
the body by its ov¡n def ences are ref erred 'to as
autoimmune disease. These disorders can be the
consequence of cellular and/or antibody-mediated immune
reactions. (Footnote adapted from Roitt' I. M.' 1977,
pp. 265¡ Ader & Cohen, 1985, PP. 395).
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conditioning manipulations would retard proteinuria and

mortality associated with onset of SLE. Four month old'

female (Nzr1 ) mice received repeated weekly pipette

administrations of 0.15% sodium saccharin solution (SeC

CS) with ip injections of either 3Tng/kg CY (UCS) or saline

(placebo) for I weeks. Group C100 received Sac and CY

weeklli for all I weeks. Another conditioning group (c50)

received 50% partial reinforcement of CY for 4 weeks (four

Sac + CY pairings and four Sac + placebo pairings). À third

nonconditioned group (¡¡CSO a control for C50) received the

same number of Sac and CY exposures but in noncontingent

fashion (i.e., on different days of the same week). À final

untreated control group received eight weekly noncontingent

Sac and Saline pairings. Às expected group C100 developed

proteinuria significantly more sIowly than all other groups.

Group C50 (50% partial reinforcement) developed proteinuria

significantly more slowly than untreated controls and group

NC50 which received equal amounts of CY. Similar results

were seen in mortality data. Group C50 survived

significantLy longer than untreated controls and

significantly longer than group NCs0 which received equal

amounts of CY. In addition, group C50 did not differ in

rate of mortality from Group C100 which received twice as

much CY.

À subsequent study investigated the

ext inc't ion on modulat ing the development

effects of

of SLE.

T'&{ffi, UþIIVHRS¡T'V ÜF MANI"TOffiA tIM¡Tf\ITIäK
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Essentially the same design Íras used as in Àder and Cohen

(1982) except that the partially reinforced group (C33)

received Sac and CY pairings only 1/3 of the time (c.f.,

Àder 6, Cohen, 1985). Àfter initial conditioning training

the 3 groups C100, C33, and NC33 were subdivided into groups

which received: (a) additional Sac and CY pairings, (b)

extinction (Sac + placebo) trials oE, (c) no treatment.

Results indicated that C100 animals receiving additional

pairings lived longer than those deprived of such pairings.

Furthermore, âDimals receiving extinction and partial

reinforcement (C33) respectively, did not differ in

mortality from each other or the C100 condition.

These results provide evidence that conditioned

immunosuppression as assessed by the delayed onset of SLE

and decreased mortatity is a reliabLe effect. In addition

the procedures of partial reinforcement and extinction do

not eliminate the observed effects.

Às can be seen from the review of current data on

conditioning of immunological responses, evidence has

accrued demonstrating conditionability of humoral, celI, or

possible combinations of humoral and ce11 mediated immuniy

(autoimmune disorders ) .
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Conditioned Tolerance and Immune Respo nses

Recent evidence (SiegeI, 1979, 1983) suggests that

development of tolerance to drug effects can be

conceptualized in a Pavlovian conditioning modeI. Since

much of contemporary research in conditioning of

immunobiologic responses uses drug UCSs aS part of their

methodology (..g., cyclophosphamide), development of

tolerance to these drugs could potentially influence the

immune responses observed in these experiments. Therefore a

brief review of evidence implicating the role of associative

processes in development of drug tolerance is provided.

Ðefin tions of Tolerance

The phenomenon of drug tolerance refers to the

decreasing systemic effects of a drug over the course af its

repeated administrations, OF, the necessity of increasing

the amount of the drug over repeated administrations to

maintain the initial effects of the drug (siegeI, 1979).

Earlier theories attempting to explain the development

of drug tolerance were systemic theories (Cochin, 1970¡

Co1lier, 1965) emphasizing physiological changes induced by

earlier drug adminislrations that functionally reduced

effects of the drug on subsequent administrations (c.f.

Siegel, Hinson & Krank, 1978). These theories attribute



tolerance only to pharmacological/physiological changes

make no provisions for the role of associative effects

tolerance development .
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and

1n

More recently Siegel (1979, 1983) has proposed a model

of drug tolerance incorporating Pavlovian conditioning

principles. This "conditioned" drug tolerance model is an

outgrowth of work by Wik1er (1973) who acknowledged the role

of pharmacological learning in tolerance development, and of

conditioned opponent process theories of conditioning
(Schull, 1979). (a review of different interpretations of

the influence of conditioning on drug tolerance can be found

in the Appendix at the end of this thesis.)

À learning analysis of tolerance is built upon the work

of Pavlov (1921, p.35-37) who suggested that the routine

administration of a drug constitutes a conditioning trial.

In this model the pharmacological effects of the drug (ttre

Unconditional Stimulus, UCS) is frequently

preceded/accompanied by many cues (Conditional Stimuli, CSs)

unique to the drug administration context. These cues

consist of environmental stimuli, rituals and procedures

which reliably precede the drug effect. Development of any

associations between predrug cues (CS) and the effect of the

drug (ucs) may be revealed by replacing the drug with a

placebo in the usual drug administraLion situation and then

monitoring the appropriate response system affected by the

UCS (See Siegel 1979, 1983 for a review). When this
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procedure is executed, the observed CR sometimes mimics the

UCR, while in other situations it. opposes the UCR (Siegel,

1975, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1983; SiegeI, Hinson & Krank, 1978).

This "opponent" CR has been observed with a variety of

drugs, in numerous physiological systems employing different

conditioning paradigms (See SiegeI 1979, 1983 for a review).

For example, morphine may produce bradycardia, analgesia and

hyperthermia as UCRs with accompanying opponent CRs of

tachycardia, hyperalgesia and hypothermia (Siegel, 1979,

1983).

The presence of the aforementioned conditioned opponent

drug responses form the basis of a conditioning analysis of

drug tolerance (Sieget, 1979, 1983). rf a conditioned

compensatory (opponent) response develops to any of the cues

in the predrug administration ritual/conLexL, its summation

with the unconditional effects of the drug wilI contribute

to the reduction of the net drug effect, i.e., tolerance

will develop to the drug. Thus, a conditioning model of

tolerance emphasizes the gradual development of compensatory

(opponent) CRs as being responsible for the diminishing

effects of the drug.
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Support for a Conditioninq Anal vsls of To 1e ranc e

The most powerful evidence corroborating the

contribution of conditioning factors in development of

tolerance is provided by conditioning manipulations known to

affect cRs, and hence tolerance. This approach has been

employed in studying tolerance to the effects of ethanol and

barbiturates but most extensively in the study of morphine

tolerance (See Siegel, 1979, 1983 for a review). Therefore,

data from the morphine tolerance literature wilI be briefly

revi ewed.

Situational Specificitv. One series of studies may be

referred to as environmental or situational specíficity

designs. All of these experiments incorporated two groups

receiving morphine tolerance training in the presence of

cues that reliably signaled'the drug administration, e.g.

the situation or context of the drug administration ritual.

In aII cases the effects of the drug v¡ere assessed by a

subsequent tolerance test phase. One group was usually

tested by receiving the drug in the presence of cues it was

exposed to during tolerance training (same tested). The

other group was generally tested by receiving the drug in

the presence of cues different from those received during

toLerance training (different tested). À conditioning

analysis of tolerance would predict greater tolerance in

groups that were same-tested than different-tested as cues
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associated with the the drug should produce CRs which reduce

the net drug effect. Considerable evidence has accrued to

substantiate this analysis of morphine analgesic tolerance

in rats (Adams, Yeh, woods & Mitchell, 1969; Ferguson, Adams

& Mitchell, 1969; Kayan & Mitchell, 1972; Kayan, Woods &

Mitche1I, 1969) using a hot plate (siegel, 1975¡ Krank,

Hinson & SiegeI, 1981), a pav¡ pressure analgesiometer

(Siegel, 1976), a tail flick (¡dvokat, 1980) or a flinch
jump apparatus (tif f any & Baker, 198'1 ) to measure analgesia.

Some evidence also suggests the influence of situational

cues in modulation of heroin overdose death in humans

(SiegeI, Hinson, Krank & McCully, 1982).

Other Manipulations that
Àcguisition. Another series o

Àt tenua te
f exper 1me

Tolerance
nts demonstrating

the influence of conditioning in development of morphine

tolerance are those using manipulations of the putative CS.

These manipulations consist of presenting only the CS before

(CS preexposure latent inhibition Lubow, 1973¡ Lubow &

Moore, 1959) , during (partial reinforcement - PRF

Mackintosh, 1974, p. 72-75¡ Marx, 1971, p. 163-165) ' or

after (extinction Schwartz, 1978, p. 70) conditioning

trials, and, alI attenuate CRs and hence tolerance

development.

. In the CS preexposure experiments (Siegel, 1977,

Experiment 3; Tiffany & Baker, 1981) rats $tere repeatedly
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exposed to all cues in the morphine administration procedure

that would later signal the effects of the drug. Assessment

of CS preexposure effects was executed by monitoring the

development of morphine analgesic tolerance in a subsequent

tolerance acquisition test. Evidence from the two

experiments consistently shows that relative to groups

receiving no prior training, cs preexposure groups v¡ere

slower to acquire tolerance to the analgesic effects of

morphine, i.e., morphine analgesic tolerance waS Iatently

inhibited.

Experiments using partial reinforcement (PRF) (Siegel,

1977, Experiment 4¡ Siegel, 1978, Experiment 3) intersperse

placebo treatments (conditioning procedure with

physiological saline injection) wittr morphine injections

during tolerance training. Therefore the cues of the

conditioning situation are not always followed by the

pharmacological effects of the drug. The effect of partial

reinforcement is then assessed by observing the tolerance

which occurs when both predrug cues and morphine are

administered on a test session. Partial reinforcement

groups treated in this manner show significantly reduced

tolerance to the analgesic (Siegel , 1g77, Experiment 4) and

pyretic (Siegel, 1978, Experiment 3) effects of morphine

relative to continuously reinforced control groups.

Extinction is the process of reducing established CRs

by presenting the cs without the ucs. Experiments in the
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morphine tolerance literature utilizing this procedure first

repeatedly pair predrug cues with morphine until tolerance

develops. Extinction groups then receive exposure to only

the CS (predrug cues). Finatty tolerance is assessed in all

groups by reexposure to the drug in the presence of predrug

cueS. À conditioning theory of tolerance would predict that

extinction should attenuate or reverse tolerance if

tolerance development is due to a conditioned compensatory

response opposing the effects of the drug. This is exactly

what has been found. Tolerance to the analgesic (Siegel'

1975, Experiment 3; Siege1,1977, Experiments 1 and 2¡

Siegel, Sherman & MitcheIl, 1980) and pyretic effects of

morphine (Siegel, 1978, Experiment 2) was reversed

suggesting tolerance development is a conditioning

phenomenon.

À final manipulation shown to moderate morphine

tolerance development is the use of an explicitly unpaired

procedure where the CS consistently predicts the absence of

the ucs. The cs is subsequently paired with the ucs and

acquisition of CRs is monitored. This procedure typically

ret,ards or inhibiLs development of CRs relative to groups

receiving CS - UCS pairings. Siegel, Hinson and Krank

(1981) used this procedure to examine development of

morphine tolerance. Consistent with a conditioning

analysis, groups which received explicit unpairings of

predrug cues and morphine were significantly Iess tolerant
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to the analgesic effects of morphine relative to a group

receiving predrug cues and morphine pairings.

A Departure f rom Contemporary Immune Conditioninq Research

À departure from contemporary research in conditioning

of immunobiologic responses concerns the use of a

conditioned drug tolerance paradigm to study Natural KiIIer
(Hr<) cell act ivation (oyck, Greenberg & Osachuk, 1 986 ) .

Before delving into the specifics of the departure, it is

necessary to provide a description of NK cells, including

their role in immune system functioning and resistance to

disease.

Na tura I KiIler (¡tn) CeIls and rmmune Resistance to Tumours

Natural Resistance. During the 1970's the dominant

theory of immune surveillance against tumors postulated that

T-LeIIs or thymus dependent lymphocytes were the major

mediators of anti-tumor immunity (c.f. Grebnberg, Dyck &

Sandler, 1984). However, tests of tumor immunity in the

congenitally athymic nude mouse which is devoid of T-cell

activity sti'Il showed resistance to tumors (Rygaard &

Povlsson , 1976), and this led to a reevaluation of tumor

immunology (uo1ler & MolIer, 1976) and a search for other
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effector ceIls involved in tumor surveillance (Greenberg &

Greene , 1976). Research since this time has focused on non

T-ceI1 mediated immunity referred to as 'Natural

Resistance'. Natural resistance defences include humoraÌ

(macrophages), cellular (Natural KiIler - NK CelIs), and T-

independent natural antibody mechanisms (c.f . Greenberg,

Dyck & Sandler, 1984), however, increasing numbers of

studies point to NK cells as being the putative effector

cells for surveillance, control of tumor ce11s, and

metastasis (Karre, KIein, Kiessling, KIein & Roder, 1 980).

Natural Ki1ler (un) Ce1Is. Natural KiIIerlT CelIs are

a subpopulation of lymphocytes found in a wide range of

mammalian and avian species (Herberman & ortaldo, 1981).

They compose only about 5% of the peripheral blood or

splenic leucocytes in man and other species and are only

identifiable morphologically, i.e., NK cells are Iarge

granular lymphocytes (Herberman & OrtaIdo, 1981). Natural

Killer cells destroy other cells by ceII lysis18 and are

intermediate in specificity and speed of reaction between T-

celIs (which are relatively slow and highly specific in the

targets which they attack) and macrophages and PMN's (which

act rapidly and are regarded as non*specific for targets)

17 See Herberman & Orta1do, 1981 for an excellent review of
major effector cells in the immune system (T-ce1Is,
macrophagesr monocytes, and PMN's) and their
relationships to NK ceI1s.

CeII lysis is the destruction or decomposition of cells.
The mechanism by which NK cells lyse other cells is not
completely understood (Herberman & Ortaldo, 1981).

18
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(Herberman & Ortaldo, 1981 ).

Some additional characteristics of NK cells and other

effector cells can be found in Table 1.

Insert Table 1 about here

Natural KiIIer ce1ls are important in that they in

combination with macrophages and PMN's are thought to be

part of a broader range primary defense system that can

immediately respond to foreign materials entering the body

until more potent long term forms of immunity can intervene

(Herberman & ortaldo, 1981).

The evidence supporLing the effects of NK cells in

natural resistance to tumors comes largely from studies

correlating NK levels and tumor resistance. For example,

KiessIing, Petranyi, Klein and wigzel-f (1975) found that NK

sensitive tumors grevr less well in genetic hybrids with

higher in vivo NK levels. In contrast, homozygous recessive

bg/bg mutant mice that have low NK Levels showed less

resistance to NK sensitive tumors than their heterozygous

$g/+) counterparts (Karre et aI. , 1980) . SimiIarly, in 'a

colony of beige mice wit.h a selective deficit of NK activity
(Roder & Duwe, 1979) a high incidence of lymphomas was noted

(Loutit, Townsend & Knowles, 1980).
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Human analogs to these animal studies also show similar

results. For example, Patients who have a severe deficit in

NK activity (Chediak-Higashi syndrome) (Roder, HaIiotis,

KIein, Korec, Jett, Ortaldo, Herberman, Katz, & Fauci, 1980)

also exhibit greater incidence of Iymphoproliferative

diseases (oent, Fish, white & Good, 1966). rn addition,

kidney allograft recipients who have received

immunosuppressive drugs to prevent tissue rejection have

higher risks of developing lymphoproliferative and other

tumors and also show severely depressed NK leveIs (lipinski,

Turz, Kreis, Finale & ÀmieI, 1 980 ) .

Direct manipulation of NK activity can also be used to

study resistance to tumors. Stimulation of mice with

Polyinosinic Polycytidylic Acid (eoty I:C) which induces

interferon and NK activity shows a decrease in tumor load

relative to untreated controls (Greenberg, Dyck & Sandler,

1 984; Riccardi , Santoni , Bar lrozzarí , Puccetti ç tlerberman,

1980). Conversely, one can reduce NK activity in vivo by

injecting anti-asialo GM1 antiserum intravenously
(Greenberg, Dyck & Sand1er, 1984i GoreIik, wiltrout,

Okumara, Habu & Herberman, 1982) which has the result of

increasing susceptibility to tumors.

Recent research of NK cell activity in humans also

shows promise. In one experiment (niecolt-Glaser, Garner,

Speicher, Penn, Holtiday & Glaser, 1984) various

questionnaires and measures of immunology were collected
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from medical students after one exam and one month later

during final examinations. These students exhibited

significantly reduced NK celI activity from the first to

second set of exams and this reduction v¡as particularly

pronounced in individuals scoring high on the UCLÀ

loneliness, and SociaI Readjustment Rating ScaIes

Similarly in a Jample of newly admitted psychiatric

inpatients (KiecoIt-GIaser, Ricker, George, l"lessick,

Speicher, Garner & GIaser, 1984) trigtr UCLÀ Ioneliness scale

scorers displayed significantly lower NK cell activity; a

multiple regression equation selected loneliness as the best

predictor of NK celI activity in this same group of

individuals. Further research (Xiecolt-Glaser, Glaser,

wiIliger, Stout, Messick, Sheppard, Ricker, Romisher'

Brimer, Bonnell & Ðonnerberg, 1985) has shown that NK cell

activity was significantly increased in geriatric residents

after engaging in one month of progressive relaxation

training. Another group of researchers (r.ocke, Kraus,

Leserman, H€isel & WiIliams, 1984) examined correlations

between reported Iife change stress (I,CS) and psychiatric

symptoms with natural kiIler ce11 activity in undergraduate

college students. Students exhibiting high scores on the

anxiety, depression, obsessive-compulsive and interpersonal

sensitivity subscales of the Hopkins Symptom Checklist had

significantly lower levels of NK activity. In addition an

interaction found between LCS and psychiatric symptoms

in prediction of NK activity, i.e., Students defined as good
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copers (reporting Iow psychiatric symptom distress in

presence of high LCS) displayed significantly higher NK

activity (g times higher) compared to individuals defined as

poor copers (reporting high psychiatric symptom distress and

high LCS). FinaIIy, Levy, H€rberman, MaIuish, Schlien and

Lippman (1985) found that female breast cancer patients

exhibiting poor coping sLyles and fatigue and depressive

affect had lower NK ceIl activity. Perhaps more important

however v¡as the finding that NK celI activity was the only

significant predictor of breast cancer (axiIlary tymph node

status) in a stepwise multiple regression equation with

other variables.

The aforementioned studies are a selected sample of the

research that is currently being conducted concerning the

functional significance of NK activity. The data however

are consistent in suggesting the importance of NK activity

as a primary effector ceII in defense against incipient

neoplasia as weIl as other foreign substances (u.9., viruses

- Herberman & Ortaldo, 1981) entering the body. Hence, the

identification of factors capable of influencing the

regulation of NK ce11 activity, including factors

associative in nature, are worthy of study theoretically as

welI as practically in potential treatment of

diseases/disorders that may be related to NK cell

surveillance functions.
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The Departure - Conditioned To 1e ranc e of NK CeIl Activity

The departure from contemporary research in

conditioning of immune responses is the use of a conditioned

tolerance model to investigate NK cell activity (Dyck,

Greenberg, & Osachuk, 1986). This approach was taken in an

attempt to demonstrate further generality in the

conditioning of immune responses, and, to circumvent what

were Seen aS several potential shortcomings of contemporary

immune conditioning research.

Firstly, although the existing literature supports the

idea of a direct interaction between the CNS and the immune

system, the previous sections of this Iiterature review

indicate that most of the evidence is based on a highly

restricted range of conditioning methodologies, relying

almost exclusively on the taste aversion paradigm. (".9.,

See Tables 2 and 3 )

Insert Tables 2 and 3 about here

It is weII known that taste aversion learning is

characterized by features which distinguish iÈ from other

conditioning phenomena (e.g. selectivity, rapid.acquisition,

slow extinction). Procedural pitfalls of this paradigm have

also been identified (..g. differences in handling, exposure

to the CS, and injections in conditioning and control

groups; Klosterhalfen & Klosterhalfen, 1983a). Together
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this information questions whether the conditioning of

immunobiologic responses is a general phenomenon permitting

associations between a broad range of environmental signals

and immunological consequences , ot ¡ whether it is restricted

only to highly "prepared" systems.

Secondly, much of the contemporary immune conditioning

research has used highly aversive stimuli. For instance, in

the taste aversion studies, a common UCS is the highly

aversive and toxic immunosuppressive drug cyclophosphamide,

(".g., See tables 2 and 3). When researchers have attempted

to use less aversive UCSs, the CSs have involved highly

aversive and painful procedures (e.9. skin grafts and

immobilization by plaster of paris, Gorczynski, McCrae &

Kennedy 1992). Therefore it is uncertain whether

conditioning of immune responses is idiosyncratic to only

highly aversive stimuli. If stimuli other than highly

"prepared" aversive stimuli are capable of producing

conditioning effects it becomes more Iikely that associative

processes play an important adaptive role in immune

functioning in the natural environment.
,¿

Third1y, âD assumption in use of the taste aversion

paradigm is that the conditioned immune responses mimic the

unconditioned responses upon which they are based (in all of

the published reports, conditioned immune responses have

resembled the unconditioned responses). By the brief review

of the conditioning of morþhine tolerance literature (where
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CRs of ten oppose the ef f ect of the UCR and tol.erance

develops) it should be apparent that conditioned immune

responses opposite in effect to their unconditioned

responses should be possible, especially since most UCSs

used in conditioning of immune responses are drugs.

Finally, as one may again see in lables 2 and 3, the

majority of the research investigating conditioning and

immune responses utilizes Pavlovian conditioning paradigms.

However, these paradigms, the majority being taste aversion

experiments, do noÈ a1low the experimenter strict control

over delivery of stimuli in the conditioning protocol. For

example, in taste aversion experiments animals control CS

exposure by how much fluid they drink and whether or not

they choose to drink. Therefore conditioning protocols in

which the experimenter does have control over stimulus

delivery are closer to CIassica1 Conditioning designs and

are superior methodologically. Tolerance training protocols

are an improvement in this direction as the delivery of all

stimuli are under the control of the experimenter, and they

differ from Classical Conditioning only because the CS and

UCS (drug) are presented at final test injection rather than

the CS alone. For this reason as well as the previously

mentioned points, Dyck et al. (1986) adopted a tolerance

training protocol to study conditioning of immunobiologic

responses.
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Using Siegel's work on morphine tolerance as a guide,

Dyck et aI. (1986) investigated the development of

tolerance to polyinosinic polycytidylic acid (eoty I:C) a

known NK cell stimulator. They examined whether the

observed tolerance effects were reversible by two

decremental conditioning procedures used in the morphine

tolerance Iiterature (Siegel, 1977, 1978, 1983) extinction

and CS preexposure.

The toferance protocol consisted of repeated weekly

pairings of a complex environmental CS (exposure to

olfactory and light cues) wittr intraperitoneal injections of

Poly I:C (e UCS for NK cell activation). Groups receiving 4

weekly exposures to environmental cues and PoIy I:C

(tolerance trained groups) were compared to unhandled

controls or groups receiving equal exposure to cues paired

with saline injections (placebos) to determine whether the

immunostimulatory effect of Poty I:C would become attenuated

over repeated administrations. This was evaluated by a

final test injection vrhich preceded the measurement of NK

ce11 activity.

In the extinction experiment (experiment 1 ) tv¡o groups

received the same training as the tolerance trained group

followed by either 4 or I extinction trials (exposure to

complex environmental cues and saline) prior to final test

injection. Tolerance developed in the tolerance trained

group such that NK cell activity was not different from
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unstimulated controls receiving exposure to cues and saline.

Tolerance vtas also reversed in the two extinction groups.

Although NK activity did not differ between the two groups

both had significantty higher NK activity relative to the

tolerance trained group.

The CS preexposure experiment (nxperiment 2) was

essentially simiLar in design to the extinction experiment.

It differed in that one group (CS preexposure group)

received 6 weekly preexposures to odor cues paired with

saline prior to 4 weekly tolerance training sessions and a

final test injection. Reduced Nn cell activity was again

seen in the tolerance trained group and this tolerance vfas

latently inhibited in the CS preexposure group.

These initial resufts imply that the cNs affects NK

cell activity in a direct manner and support a conditioning

analysis in the development of tolerance to the

immunostimulatory effects of Poly I:C.



THE PURPOSE OF THE PRESENT STUDY

It has been demonslrated that the tolerance which

develops to drug-induced (eoty I:C) Natural KiIler (UX) ce11

activation is attenuated by two Pavlovian decremental

conditioning procedures: Extinction, and CS pre-exposure

(oyck et â1., 1986). To further evaluate the role of

associative processes in the development of tolerance to NK

ceII stimulation the present study examined the effects of a

known decremental Pavlovian conditioning training parameter

- partial reinforcement (PRF).

In a Pavlovian conditioning paradigm, PârtiaI
reinforcement refers to the procedure of pairing a CS and

UCS on some trials (reinforced trials) and presenting only

the CS on other trials (non-reinforced trials). The ratio

of reinforced to total number of trials defines the partial

reinforcement schedule. This procedure leads to poorer

acquisition of a CR relative to a procedure where the CS is

consistently followed by the UCS (continuous reinforcement,

CRF) (¡¿ackintosh , 1972, p. 72-75¡ Marx , 1971 , p. 163-165) '
and generally, the lower the ratio of reinforced to total

number of trials (i.e. the leaner the PRF schedule used)'

the poorer is the devel-opment of the CR.

61
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within the context of a drug conditioning model the CS

consists of those cues which accompany the drug (drug

administration ritual) with the systemic effect of the drug

constituting the UCS: Partial reinforcement then refers to

the presentation of drug cues with placebo on some

proportion of trials. In this model, Siegel (1983) has

shown that PRF retards the development of toferance to both

Lhe analgesic and pyretic effects of morphine. Since Dyck

et al. (1986) have used the model to study tolerance of

drug-induced NK cell activity by PoIy r:C (ucs), it vlas

expected that PRF of the CS (peppermint odour cues and

injection ritual) witfr the uCS (eoty r:C) would retard the

subsequent development of tolerance to the systemic effects

of the drug. Furthermorer rêlative1y leaner PRF schedules

were expected to produce correspondingly greater reductions

of tolerance.

Two hypotheses followed directly from these

assumptions:

1. It was hypothesized that relative to CRF, PRF would

attenuate the subsequent development of tolerance to

the sLimulatory effect of Poly I:C upon NK ceII

activity.
2. It was hypothesized that PRF schedules with lower

ratios of reinforced to total number of trials would

produce greater attenuation of tolerance to the

stimulatory effect of Poly I:C upon NK ceII activity.
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A 50% PRF schedule has been used in many experiments

(ltarx, 1971, p. 163-165; Siegel' 1983) and would have been

sufficient to test hypothesis one. However, at least two

PRF schedules sufficiently different in number of reinforced

to total number of trials were necessary to test hypothesis

two. To this end, three PRF schedules vrere generated (55%

PRF, 38% PRF and 29% PRF) to test experimental hypotheses in

this thesis.l e

1s See section on experimental design and Table 4 f.or
details.



METHOD

Subiects

The subjects were 56 experimentally naive, female, 5

wk. old DBa/2J mice obtained from Jackson Laboratories, Bar

Harbor Maine. This strain of mice was initially selected

for previous research (Greenberg, Dyck & Sandler, 1984;

Greenberg, Dyck, Sandler, Pohajdak, Dresel & Grant, 1984)

and is currently being used to study drug-induced tolerance

of NK ceII activity (nyck et aI. 1986). The DBA/ZJ strain

was chosen as they have low to medium basal NK cell activity

and provide an appropriate model to stimulate NK activity

and study its reduction when tolerance develops.2o The mice

were housed in groups of 4 in standard polypropylene cages

with filter bonnets and maintained on a 12 hour light cycle

with food and water ad Iibitum throughout the experiment.

Cage cleaning and replacement of food and water were co-

ordinated with the injection ritual. The mice otherwise

remained undisturbed between injections.

20 This information vras obtained from a personal
communication with Dr. À. H. Greenberg.
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Mater ials

The Putative CS
Extract. The CS used

extract ) tras previous

conditioning (Dyck et

approximately 2 mIs.

Iiberally over 300 cc

polypropylene cage (Z

which was immediately

This "peppermint box"

served as the conditi
placed. Às a precaut

cues (urine, defecant

conditioning procedur

prepared for each squ

65

(Conditional Stimulus) - Peppermint
in this experiment (peppermint

ly been found to be an effective CS for

â1., 1986). Using a pasteur PiPette,

of peppermint extract were spread

of absorbent bedding in a standard

8 cm long x 17 cm wide x 12 cm high)

covered by a sheet of plexiglass.

when covered by the plexiglass lid

oning apparatus into which mice were

ion to minimize other potential odour

, pheromones) from influencing the

e, a fresh "peppermint box" was

ad of mice.

The UCS (Unconditional St imulus ) - polv r:c. Poly r:c
(polyinosinic polycytidylic acid) is a synthetic

polynucleotide which reliably stimulates NK ceIl activity.

The mechanisms by which activation occurs are not cornpletely

understood although it is known that PoIy I:C stimulates

macrophages which produce a variety of products including

interferon (Lucas & Epstein, 1985) a known NK celI modulator

(GidIund, Orn, wigzelI, Senik & Gresser, 1978; Trinchieri &

Santoli, 1978). In preliminary experiments (oyck et 41.,
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1986), the dose response curve of PoIy I:C induction of

splenic NK ce11 activity was analyzed' sacrificing mice

18-20 hrs. after drug administration. A dose of Poly I:C

(20 ug) on the linear portion of the response curve was

selected so that deviations from control responses would be

more easily detectable. À second aspect of the NK response

that was determined nas the time at which NK ceII levels

returned to baseline. This v¡as found to be 6 days after

PoIy I:C injection, consequently, previous experiments used

a 7 day intertrial interval (Dyck et â1. , 1986) . To]erance

to PoIy I:C was also found to develop after 4 weekly

injections in the presence of olfactory (peppermint extract)

and drug injection cues (oyck et al., 1986). This

experiment also used the same parameters of a 2Oug/mouse

in jection of Poly I :C with a 7 day int.ertrial interval.

Preparation of Poly I:C proceeded in the following

manner. À11 stock was prepared in a laminar flowhood with

sterile glass pipettes and containers to ensure sterility of

the stock solution. PoIy I:C was dissolved in sterile Hanks

Balanced SaIt Solution (HBSS) containing phenol red

indicat.or to produce a 20 ug/mouse (.2 ng/nL) stock

solution. This stock solution was then sterilized by

filtering through a 22 micron millipore filter. Volumes of

stock required for a particular treatment day were then

aliquotted into sterile via1s, capped, sealed with parafilm

and frozen at -20 degrees celsius. À vial of Poly I:C for
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use on a particular treatment day would then be removed from

the freezer, thawed in a 37 degrees celsius water bath and

vortexed to ensure mixing of the thawed Stock solution.

This procedure ensured aII animals received an identical

Poly I:C stock over the duration of the experiment.

placebo. The placebo or vehicle used for injection on

non-reinforced or partially reinforced trials vtas sterile

Hanks Balanced Salt Solution containing phenol red

indicator. The same stock solution of HBSS used to prepare

the poly I:C vras retained f or this purpose. The HBSS was

refrigerated until needed on a treatment day. Again working

in a laminar flowhood, âD appropriate volume of sterile HBSS

would be aliquotted into a sterile vile, capped, and then

warmed in a 37 degrees celsius water bath before use on a

particular treatment daY.

Exper imental Desiqn

The design used

thesis may be seen in

to test experimental hypotheses in this

Table 4.

Insert Table 4 about here

Group A was an unstimulated control group that received

a single saline injection with conditioning cues (Sc) on the

day of the test. Group B'v¡as a stimulated control group
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(Handled Stimulated Control) and received a single injection

of PoIy I:C with conditioning cues (pc) on the day of the

test. The comparison of Groups A and B was to indicate the

effect of a single drug injection on NK ceII activity.

Group C was the CRF tolerance trained condition and

consisted of 4 weekly PoIy I:C injections with conditioning

cues (pc) prior to the final test injection. Comparison of

Groups B and C was to demonstrate the development of

tolerance to the repeated immunostimulatory effects of PoIy

I:C. Groups D, E and F were the PRF conditions. These

groups hrere exposed to conditioning cues and Poly I:C (pc)

at the same time as group C and received the Same number of

CS-UCS pairings. Partiat reinforcement (pnr) -was

accomplished in these groups by interspersing different

numbers of unreinforced trials (conditioning cues + saline

injections Sc) between reinforced trials (pc). Therefore

group D was a 55% PRF schedule as 5 of 9 trials v¡ere

reinforced. Similarly, groups E and F were 38% and 29% PRE

schedules as 5 of 13 and 5 of 17 trials were reinforced,

respectively. Comparisons of groups D, E and F to C Ylere to

reveal any effects of PRF on tolerance development thereby

testing Hypothesis 1. Comparisons among groups D, E and F

were to unveil any relative dif fere,nces in tolerance due to

different PRF schedules thereby testing Hypothesis 2. Since

the partial reinforcement groups were to receive more

handling and injections than the CRF group' group G

(gandled-Injected Stimutated Control) r{as included as a
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control for handling and injection effects. Finally to

eguilibrate other groups on handling when the tolerance or

PRF groups were receiving conditioning treatments they were

handled only (H) i.e., they were removed from the colony

room, received a single cage cleaning with food and water

replacement and were then returned to the colony room.

Conditi onlno Procedure

Two weeks after the mice arrived and adapted to the

laboratory, the experiment began. Treatments were conducted

during the 1i9ht portion of the animals' 1i9ht(7 A.M. 7

P.M. 1ight)-aark(7 P.M.- 7 À.M. dark) cycle on the same days

at the Same times over successive weeks. On each treatment

day the mice vlere either exposed to a distinctive

environmental stimulus (peppermint extract odour) paired

with an injection or received only a single cage change with

food and water replacement to equilibrate groups for

handling effects. (See Table 4). Treatments commenced at

12¿30 P.M.. Squads were always run in the order presented

in Table 4 i.e. A, B' C, D, E, F and G. This vras to ensure

that mice not to be exposed to odor cues on a particular day

€.9. À, B were not inadvertently exposed to lingering odor

cues in the experimental room. AII animals receiving

conditioning treatments were then run. Conditioning

sessions began by removing individual cages of mice from Èhe
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colony room. They were taken to an adjacent room and

individually tail transferred from their home cages to the

"peppermint box". Àfter all mice had been placed in the

"peppermint box" and the acrylic lid placed on top, a

stopwatch was started. Àfter 5 minutes in this distinctive

environment, individual mice were removed from the box at

random, swabbed with 70% etlnanol, and using a 1cc tuberculin

syringe and 26 gauge needle 3/8 of an inch in length, they

were given an ip injection of either 100 uI. of sterile

Hanks Balanced SaIt Solution (S) or 20ug/mouse of PoIy I:C

(p) . FoIlowing in jection, the mice v¡ere placed in a

homecage with fresh food, water and bedding, returned to the

colony room, and left undisturbed until the next treatment

day. On days in which animals vrere not exposed to cues and

injections gt handled, they vtere left undisturbed in their

cages in tbe colonY room.

Dependent Measures - Measurement of NK CeIl Activity

Eighteen hours after the last drug injection all mice

were sacrificed by cervical dislocation, theirøspleens

removed, and assayed for NK cell activii-y.2 I spleen cells

were disaggregated through a nylon mesh, and red blood cells

21 Due to the complexity of the Natural Kil1er CeIl Assay it
was conducted by technicians in the lab of Dr. A. H.
Greenberg who rãgularIy perform this task. This also
served tó keep tñe technician conducting the final assay
iro* potentiaify influencing the results by being_bIind
to group memberãhip and the hypotheses of the study.
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v¡ere lysed by 4 minutes exposure to .85% NHACI solution.

CeIls were washed twice with Hanks Balanced SaIt Solution

(HSSS) and resuspended in complete RPMI 1640 medium with 10%

fetal calf serum and 10 mM Hepes Buffer. Splenocytes v¡ere

then counted on a hemacytometer and adjusted to their final

cell concentrations. NK activity vras measured in a standard

4 h chromium release assay using YÀC-1 murine lymphoma

cells. The lymphoma cells vrere labelled with sodium

chromate (51Cr) as target cells. Mixtures of 100 ul of

spleen cell suspensions and 1 00 uI of labeIled target cells
( 10srlmf . ) were co-cultured in microtiter plates in 150:1 ,

7521, 37:1 and 18.5:1 effector to target ratios. Plates

were then centrifuged at 200 g for 1 min. and placed in a

humidified COz incubator.. Five-six hours Iater' plates were

centrifuged at 1,000 g for 10 min., and 100 uI of the

supernatant was removed from each wel1. The amount of

radioactivity released from damaged cells (i.e., the amount

of radioactivity released from YAC-1 murine lymphoma cells

lysed by NK cells) was determined in a gamma counter and

used to calculate percent specific cytolysis. Regression

scores of cytotoxicity vrere calculated for each animal and

transformed into lytic unit s/lO7 (LÍJ/107 ) cel1s and

LU/spleen $,v/lOz cells x total spleen cells) where 1 LU =

30% cytolysis (Greenberg, MiIler, Jablonski & Pohajdak,

1984). The expression of LIJ/107 cells is a measure of the

proportion of NK cells to non NK cells in splenocytes i.e.,

the specific activity. The LU/spleen, on the other hand,
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takes into account expansion or contraction of the spleen

cell population since it modifies the LU/107 cells by the

total splenocytes and is therefore a calculation of the

total NK cells in the sPleen.



RESULTS

The mean cytotoxicity Scores (Nn activiLy) of various

treatment conditions expressed as LU/107 ceIls and LU/spleen

are shown in Figures 1 and 2 respectively.

Insert Figures 1 and 2 about here

Corresponding descriptive statistics for Figures 1 and 2 can

be found in Table 5.

Insert Table 5 about here

Inspection of Figures 1 and 2 show approximately the

same trends in data across treatment groups for the two

measures of cytotoxicity, although the variability within

treatments is more pronounced with the LU/spleen measure.

This is not surprising as the LU/spleen measure (an absolute

measure) is a less sensitive measure of NK activity because

it assesses cytotoxicity of aIl cells in a spleen compared

to LU/107 ceIIs (a relative measure) which estimates lysis

only per 107 cells. The difference between the two measures

may reflect migrations of spleen ce11s.
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A Priori Tests - Tests of Experimental Hypotheses

Tests of experimental hypotheses !¡ere accomplished by

planned pairwise comparisons among means of appropriate

treatment condition s. 22

Hvpothesis !

LU/107 CeIIs. As illustrated in Figure 1 and Table 5,

two of the three PRF groups (Group O 55% PRF; Group F

29% PF.F) exhibited visible increases in NK activity relative

to the 1OO% CRF condition (Group C). However planned

comparisons of Groups D (Mean = 7.76) and F (tqean = 8.27)

with Group C (t'tean = 5.15) revealed only Group F to have

significantly higher NK activity, t(49) = 1.71, p = .05,

one-tailed, while Group D was not significantly different,

t(49) = 1.43, p = .08, one-tailed. In contrast to the other

two PRF conditions, Group E the 38% PRF group (t"tean = 5.20)

did not exhibit substantially higher NK levels compared to

Group C (t'tean = 5.15) and was not different, t(49) = .03, p

= .49, one-tailed.

r,u/Spleen. Similar to the Lll/107 cells data, two
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of
tr trol

to the

all of the contrasts were orthogonal to each
were the appropriate a priori comparisons to
theoretical grounds and as such were

the three PRF groups in Figure 2 and Tab1e 5 (Group D

PRF; Group F 29% PRF) naa higher NK levels relative

100% CRF group (Group C). However, in contrast to the

22 Although not
other, they
be made upon
implemented.
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LU/107 cells datar Dêither Group D (t"tean = 49.84), t(49) =

1.18, p = .12, one-tailed, nor Group F (Mean = 50.39), t(49)

= 1.24, p = .11, one-tailed, showed significantly higher NK

Ievels compared to Group C (Mean = 40.07). In addition,

although Group E (38% PRF; Mean = 35.19) unexpectedly had

lower NK leve1s than Group C (Mean = 40.07), this difference

vras not significant, t(49) = -.59, P = -28, one-tailed.

Hvpothesis ?

LU/107 Ce11s. Planned pairwise comparisons among the

three PRF conditions were also performed. The means of the

55% (croup D), 38% (croup n) and 29% (Group F) PRF

conditions were 7.76, 5.20 and 8.27 respectively (See Figure

1 and Table 5). No differences in NK activity were found

between Group E (38% PRF) and Group D (55% PRF), t(49) =

-1.39, p = .09, one-tailed, or between Group F (29% PRF) and

Group D (55% PRF), t(49) = .28, p = .39, one-tailed.

However, Group F Q9% PRF) exhibited signif icantly higher NK

Ievels compared to Group E (38% PRF), t(49) = 1.68, P = .05,

one-ta i led .

l,U,/Spleen. The means of the 55% (Group D), 38% (Group

E) and 29% (Group r') PRF schedures on the r'urlspleen measure

were 49.84,35.19, and 50.39 respectively (See Figure 2 and

and Table 5). Group E (38% PRF) was not greater than Group

D (55% PRF) , L(49't = -1 .77, p = .04, one-tailed; Group F

(29% PRF) vras not significantly greater than Group D (55%
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PRF), L(49) = .07, p = .48, one-tailed. similar to the

LIJ/107 cells measure however, Group F (29% PRF) displayed

significantly higher LU/Spleen levels compared to Group E

(38% PRF), t(49) = 1.83, P = .04, one-tailed.

À Posteriori Tests - Comparrsons Between Cont rol s

Às only a limited number of a priori comparisons were

posSible, data analyses in the following sections were done

on an a posteriori basis. One-way ANOVÀ was computed for

each dependent measure using aII 7 treatment groups.

Subsequent pairwise comparisons between groups were

evaluated by Dunn's multiple comparison procedure (Xirk,

1968) with alpha set at .05.

Groups À, þ and 9

Comparison of Group À (Unstimulated Control) to B

(Handled Stimulated Control) assesses the unconditional

effects of PoIy I:C in stimulating NK activity. In contrast

comparison of Group B (Handled Stimulated Control) to Group

C ( 1 0O% CRF Tolerance Group) indexes tolerance to the

immunostimulatory effects of PoIy I:C. These comparisons

were evaluated for each dependent measure.

Lv/107 Cells. A 1-wAY ANovÀ computed for

treatment groups revealed a significant effect'

16.80, p < .0001. Subsequent post-hoc analysis

all 7

F(6, 49\ =

by Dunn's
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Procedure showed that the group given a single exposure to

conditioning cues and PoIy I:C (Handled Stimulated Controls

- Group B) showed significantly increased NK ceIl activation

relative to Unstimulated Controls (Group À), (See Figure 1

and Table 5). Mice receiving four repeated pairings of

conditioning cues and PoIy I:C injections before the final

test injection - 100% CRF Tolerance Group (Group C) had

lower NK leveIs (i.e., were tolerant) compared to Handled

Stimulated Controls (Group B), although this was not

significant by Dunn's Procedur€,23 (see Figure 1 and Tabre

s).

These results essentially replicate previous data (Oyck

et aI., 1986, Experiments 1 and 2) although the differences

between groups in the current data are not as large. In

addition, the Tolerance Group was not significantly l-ower

than the Handled Stimulated Controls in this experiment,

compared to the differences observed between these groups in

Dyck et â1., 1986, Experiment 1, t(38) = -2.65, p = .006,

one-tailed, and, Experiment 2, t(52) = -8.30, P < .0000'

one-t.a i Ied.
,iÊ

The use of Dunn's procedure does not allow calculation of
exact probabilities of differences between groups.
However if a t-statistic is calculated, t(49) = -1.33, p
= .09, one-tailed, it becomes apparent that Group C (100%
CRF Tolerance Group) is lower than Group B (Handled
Stimulated Controls) but just faIIs short of being
significant.

23
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LU nl-een. One-way ÀNOVA of the 7 treatment

conditions on the f,U/SpIeen measure again showed significant

differences between groups, F(6, 49) = 11.71, p < .0001.

Similar to the LU/107 cells measure, post-hoc analysis by

Dunn's Procedure reveaLed that Handled Stimulated Controls

(Group s) had significantty higher NK leveIs than

Unstimulated Controls (Group À), (See Figure 2 and Table 5).

The 1OO% CRF Tolerance Group (Croup C) again exhibited lower

NK leveIs relative to the Handled Stimulated Controls (Group

B) and this was also not significant by Dunn's Procedurê,24

(See Figure 2 and Table 5).

Group 9. - Àn Unexpected Re sul t

Consistent with the graphical representation of NK data

in F igures 1 and 2, means of treatment groups in Table 5

revealed an unexpected result - that Group G (Handled-

Injected Stimulated Controls) displayed the highest NK

activity of aII treatment groups.

LV/107 Cells. The 1-WÀY ANOVA for aII 7 treatment

groups showed a significant effect, F(6, 49) = 16.80, p <

.0001. Subsequent post-hoc analysis of Group G to the other

6 Treatment conditions by Dunn's Procedure with alpha set at

24 if a t-statistic is calculated for the difference
Groups C and B on the ru/Spleen measure, E(49) =

=.09, one-tailed, it again becornes apparent that
(100% CRF Tolerance Group) is lower than Group B

Stimulated Controls) but just falls short of
significance.

between
-1 .37, P
Group C

( Handled
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.05 verified that NK activity in Group G (Handled-Injected

Stimulated Controls) was significantly greater than in aIl

other treatment conditions, (See Figure 1 and Table 5).

r,U./SpIeen . S imi lar to the LIJ/107 celIs measure, 1-i^¡AY

ANOVÀ of the LU/Spleen measure on the 7 treatment conditions

showed significant differences between groups, F(6, 49) =

11.71, p < .0001. However in contrast to the LU/107 cells

data, further exploration by Dunn's Procedure revealed Group

G to be greater than only Groups A and E on the LU/Spleen

measure, (See Figure 2 and Table 5).



DI SCUSSI ON

For the sake of completeness, the data and analyses of

both dependent measures ft,V/lOz Cells and f,U/SpIeen) were

presented in this thesis. The readãr should recognize that

the similarity between the measures and analyses far

outweigh the differences (See Figures 1 and 2). In

addilionr âs an index of NK activity the LÍJ/107 cells

measure is more sensitive and less variable thereby

accentuating the differences between groups. For these

reasons the interpretation of the data in the discussion

will be based upon only the LIJ/107 cells measure. It is

hoped that this v¡i11 facilitate the understanding of the

data and avoid the confusion in discussing different

interpretations based upon each dependent measure.

Tests of Exoer i ntal Hypotheses

Hvoothesis 1 is Confirmed

The present investigation is consistent with previous

evidence (oyck et â1., 1986) suggesting the influence of

decremental Pavlovian conditioning training parameters in

attenuation of tolerance to Poly I:C induced NK activation.

80
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The data however provide only partial support for the

experirnental hypotheses. That is, while the leanest PRF

schedule 29% PRF (croup r) significantly increased NK

activity relative to CRF (Group C), the three PRF conditions

did not show a trend of increasing NK activity r.¡ith leaner

reinf orcement schedules. Results showed that Group F Q9%

PRF) was significantly greater than Group E (38% PRF), (See

Figure 1 and Table S); Group E v¡as lower than Group D (55%

PRF) which did not differ from Group F (2g% PRF). Therefore

the NK activity in Group E compared to the other 2 PRF

conditions is inconsistent with a conditioning analysis

rvhich would have predicted it to have NK activity

intermediated to Group D and Group F.

Explanat i ons of Observed PRF Effects

How can the results in the 3 PRF groups be explained?

The simplest explanation is that conditioning occurs rapidly

in this model and therefore only the leanest 29% PP.E

schedule wiII disrupt it sufficiently to significantly

increase NK activity relative to the CRF Tolerance Group.

This explanation is consistent with Siegel's demonstrations

of reversal of tolerance to the analgesic and pyretic

effects of morphine (Siegel, 1977, Experiment 4¡ SiegeI,

1978, Experiment 3) in which relatively lean 25% PRF

schedules were utilized. The data in t.his experiment are

also in agreement with PRF in classicat (nrogden, 1939¡
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Fitzgerald, 1963; Froseth & Grant, 1961¡ Grant & SchiPPerr

1952i Hartman & Grant, 1960; Sadler, 1968) and in Pavlovian

conditioning (nrimer & DockriII, 1966; witlis, 1969; wi11is

& Lundin, 1966) in that siqnificant decremental effects may

only be observed with qui-te lean reinforcement schedules.

In the cornparative Iiterature there is some uncertainty aS

to whether this effect is due to reduction in the rate of

acquisition or final asymptotic leveIs of performance (Marx,

1971, pp. 163-164) while in the human eyelid conditioning

titerature lower asymptotes are genera1ly the rule (Ross &

Hartman, 1965, pp. 194). Thus the significant attenuation

of tolerance in group F is consistent with previous

conditioning work, uDfortunately, the literature provides no

explanation for the lower NK levels observed in group E.

A second potential explanation for the general lack of

difference between the 3 PRF conditions may be the handling

each of the 3 PRF groups received. ÀIthough the 3 groups

ostensibly differed in number of unreinforced trials, if one

considers the handling only trials (designated by H in Table

4) to be part of a complex CS in the conditioning protocol,

it could be argued that the H trials may aLso be

unreinforced trials. Thus if one considers the H trials as

unreinforced trials, the 3 PRF conditions would effectively

not differ and would aII be 29% PRF schedules. This could

explain the lack of difference between Groups D and E, and,

D and F, but not the significant differences observed
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between E and F. The above explanation is not totally

satisfactory however if we also. apply it to Group C. If the

H trials in Group C are also considered unreinforced trials

it would be a 29% PP.F Group and we would not expect to see

any differences between it and the PRF groups. Butr ôs

previously reported, the 29% PP*F Group does have

significantly higher NK activity Lhan the 100% CRF Tolerance

Trained Condition (Group C).

Àn additional point is noteworthy at

be seen in Table 4, even though the 3 PRF

F) received different amounts of handling

handling plus saline injections (Sc) there

systematic increases in NK activity across

thi s t ime. As can

groups (D, E and

only (H) and

v¡ere no

greater numbers of injections. This argues

handling-induced increase in NK activity.

groups with

against a simple

There is a third possibility for the observed results

in the 3 PRF conditions. One could speculate that one of

Groups D and E is anomalous. Since Group D is more similar

to F than E (a Leaner PRF schedule than D which would be

expected to have higher NK activity) one might suspect that

E is the anomaloùs group. Why it is lower than the other 2

PRF schedules is unknown at this time and the validity of

this observation can only be ascertained by replication.
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À Posteriori Results Requi r inq Furthe r Explanat i on

Lack of Siqnificant Tolerance in the Tolerance Group

ÀIthough NK leve]s observed in the CRF condition (Group

C) v¡ere lower relative to the Handled Stimulated Controls

(Group B) this difference vtas neither significant nor as

pronounced as in previous observations2s (oyck et a1.,

1986). Similar to the explanation for the relative lack of

differences between the PRF conditions, a possible reason

for the less pronounced tolerance may be the additional

handling (designated by H in Tabte 4) the animals in the

present experiment received compared to that in previous

research (Oyck et â1, , 1986) . This handling l.¡as instituted

as part of the design to equilibrate all groups on handling

as much as possible. The effects of this handling may be

interpreted in two vrays. First, if we consider handling to

be part of a complex CS controlling an opponent CR's

development during tolerance training, this handling without

drug administration on some days could constitute a CS only

trial and would in effect be partially extinguishing the

putative drug compensatory CR thus making the group less

As previously stated in the results, although the 100%
CRF tolerancé Trained Condition (croup C) was not
significantly Iower than the Stimulated Control Group
(Group C) in this experiment, the differences between
these groups t(49) = -1.33, p = .09, one-tailed,
approaches significance and is therefore consistent with
previous data.

25
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tolerant. Effectively then the 100% CRF Tolerance Trained

Condition (Group C) may inadvertently have become a PRF

condition because of the handling only trials.

Àlternatively, repeated chronic handling may have been

somewhat stressful thus leading to increased NK activation
(Greenberg, Dyck & Sandler, 1984¡ Greenberg, Dyck, Sandler'

Pohajdak, Drese1 & Grant, 1984) and this handling-induced NK

activation may have made the group appear less tolerant to

the drug, however, this effect was not seen in Group A.

Di f ferences between Handled St imulated and Handled -Inieeted
St imulated Cont roI s

The differences observed in experimental groups

(purportedly due to PRF) is difficult to disentangle from

the effects of numbers of injections since (a) this was

allowed to vary across groups, and (b) this variable had a

profound effect on the response of the control groups.

Clear1y the Handled-Injected Stimulated Controls (See Group

c, Figure 1) had much higher NK levels (significantly

higher) than the group that vras merely handled (Group n).

Explanat ions

potential reasons

Handled-I n jected

for Diffe ences There are several

for the elevaÈed NK levels observed in

Stimulated Controls (See Group G, Figure 1 )

relative to Handled Stimulated Controls (Group g).

The

the two

most immediate methodological difference between

groups (See Table 4) is the number of exposures to
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conditioning cues and saline injections each received. The

Handled-Injected Stimulated Controls (Group G) received 16

more cue-injection pairings than the Handled Stimulated

Controls (Group n) which were handled only (H) until the

final test day when they received 1 cue + PoIy I:C injection

pairing. Similar results were also observed in Dyck et â1.,

(1986) nxperiment 1 where a Stress Control Group also showed

NK leveIs above a Stimulated Control Group. The Stress

Control Group in Dyck et â1., (1986) nxperiment t however

received only 4 cue + Saline injections and 1 cue + PoIy I:C

injection, a total of 5 injections over aII compared to 17

injections in the Handled-Injected Stimulated Control (See

Group G, Tab]e 4) in this study. Thus, some combination of

this handl ing/cue-injection ritual may have been increasing

NK activity in Handled-Injected Stimulated Controls.

À second explanation for elevated NK levels observed in

Handled-Injected Stimulated Controls is the frequency of

injections they received. This group received an injection

every second day (See Table 4) as part of the cue + Saline

injection ritual. In contrast the Handled Stimulated

Controls received 1 cue + PoIy I:C injection exposure.

Perhaps the greater frequency of handling + cue-injection

exposures in the Handled-Injected Stimulated Controls may

also have influenced NK activity. Indeed, in all previous

experiments using this paradigm (including Dyck et aI.,

1986, Experiment 1) the cue-injection ritual was always 7
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days apart and no additional handling only (tt) trials

occurred in between, So, the effect of greater frequencies

of handling + cue-injection pairings is unknown..

The foregoing procedural differences between Handled

Stimulated and Handled-Injected Stimulated Controls may be

interpreted in the following ways. First it is conceivable

that the handling/cue-injection ritual may be more

'stressful' than simple handling per se.26 Given the

observation that repeated stress in the form of restraint or

restraint plus inescapable tailshock increases the

elimination of NK sensitive tumours (Greenberg, Dyck &

Sandler, 1984; Greenbê19, Dyck, Sand1er, Pohajdak, DreseI &

Grant , 1984) , it is possible that stressfuL handling in the

form of repeated injections could have amplified NK activity

through similar stress-related neurohormonal and

neurochemical alterations. However, to test this idea it

would be necessary to independently assess these

physiological responses. Furthermore, if the handling/cue-

injection ritual has unconditional stress effects (i.e.,

increases NK activity) it is possible that these responses

may be conditioned to cues in the handling protocol which

26 Observation of the behaviour of the mice over the
duration of the experiment showed them to become more
animated during conditioning treatments as the study
progressed. The animals in addition engaged in
steieotypical behaviours such as huddling together in one
corner,-tucking their tails underneath their bodies and
squinting theii eyes before being handled to be injected.
In some cases animals tried to leap out of the peppermint
box before they were to be injected.
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may Lhen be elicited on subsequent handling/cue-injection

tr iaIs.

À second interpretation has to do with adaptation to

stressful handting. Chronic stress has been shown to

increase NK activity. If the handlíng/cue-injection ritual

is stressful to the Handled-Injected Stimulated ControIs,

this procedure could be considered chronic stress which

could explain the elevated NK levels observed in this group.

The lower NK levels observed in the Handled Stimulated

Controls could be explained by the single cue + PoIy I:C

injection acting tike an acutely stressful episode leading

to suppressed NK leveIs.

A final theoretical explanation of the differences

between the two control groups is some

combination/interaction of the aforementioned possibilities,

i.e., some contribution of unconditional, conditional- and/or

chroníc/acute stress responses in elevating NK activity.

Implications of Elevated NK Levels in Handled-Iniected
St imulated Controls. Whether the explanation is empirical

or theoretical and/or some combination of unconditional,

conditional and chronic/acute stress, the superimposition of

these hypothet,ical handl íng/cue-injection ef fects clearly

enhanced the immunostimulatory properties of PoIy I:C. The

validity of each of these explanations is not known at this

time, however, as a result, they do cast doubt on

interpretation of the effect of PRF as solely a conditioned
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drug effect. The alternative explanation is that some

stress-induced alteration activated by the handling/cue-

injection ritual is mediating reversal of the observed

tolerance. This does not argue against a conditioning

interpretation of the observed effects but Suggests rather

that conditoned stress effects as well as conditioned drug

effects may contribute to the experimental outcome.

Regardless of what the actual explanation of the

elevated NK levels in the Handled-Injected Stimulated

Control is, it raises the issue of what is the appropriate

conÈrol group for assessment of tolerance and its

attenuation/reversal. If the Handled Stimulated Control

(Group n) is used as the control group, the Tolerance Group

(Group C) appears tolerant, and the 29% PRF conditon (Group

F) appears to have reversed the torerance, (see Figure 1)'

However if the Handled-Injected Stimulated Control is the

control used, aIl groups appear tolerant. Thus both groups

should be used as controls in the future.

General Conc lus i on s and Future Ðirections

The aforementioned discussion suggests the foIlowing

generalízations about.the results of this experiment:

1 Tolerance to the immunostimulatory effects

I:C seems to occur over four complex cue +

exposure trials.

of PoIy

PoIy I:C
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2. The observed tolerance may be reversed or attenuated

by very lean leve1s of PRF, a Pavlovian decremental

conditioning training parameter.

3. An alternative explanation of the increase in the 29%

PRF condition may be combinations of unconditional,

conditional, and chronic/acute stress responses

associated with the handlíng/cue-injection ritual.

4. The attenuation of tolerance observed may reflect

interactions of 2 and 3 above, i.e., the attenuation

of tolerance may reflect effects of PRF' possible

contributions of unconditional, conditional and

chronic/acute stress effects, and the interaction of

the two.

5. The interpretation of the tolerance phenomenon and

its reversal/ attenuation will be affected by the

choice of control group, i.e., When one compares the

29% PF\E Group to the Tolerance and Handled Stimulated

Control groups it appears as though tolerance has

been reversed. However, when it is compared to the

Handled-Injected Stimulated Control tolerance has not

been attenuated bY PRF.
'r

To attempt to test each of the above generalizations it

wiII be necessary to isolate conditioning effects from

potential stress effects on attenuation of the observed

tolerance. It is not possible at this time to delineate the

contribution of each of the aforementioned effects, however

several recommendations can be made.
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In the future, when this paradigm is used, all groups

should be compared to both Handled Stimulated Controls and

Handled-Injected Stimulated Controls to assess the

development and attenuat íon/reversal of the tolerance

phenomenon.

If replications of this PRF experiment are undertaken

it would be useful to try and reduce excessive handling as

much as possible to minimize potential unconditional stress

effects. In addition, the environment in the Handling Only

Conditions (H) should be made as distinctive as possible

from the CS in the Handled-Injected Conditions (Sc and pc)

to prevent the H conditions from acting as potential

additional unreinforced (cS only) trials.

Subsequent research should use conditioning designs

which equate amount of. handling and injections in

demonstration of conditioning effects in order to circumvent

an alterate stress interpretation. This could be done for

example using differential conditioning experiments in which

all animals receive the same amount of handling, exposure to

conditioning cues and injections. The procedure involves

pairing one CS (cst) on reinforced trials and a different CS

(CSz) with the same animals on non-reinforced trials. Here

the interpretation of the conditioning effect is made on the

basis of stimulus control of the CR such that one would

expect to see the CR when CSr is presented (u.g., tolerance)

but not when CSz is Presented.
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Finally, attempts should be made to identify or

determine the mechanisms/pathways for the observed tolerance

and their attenuation. This may to some extent facilitate

the separation of conditioned stress effects from

conditional drug effects in this paradigm.
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Àppendix À

APPENDIX - DIFFERENT INTERPRETÀTIONS OF
CONDITIONING ÀND DRUG TOLERANCE

Within the last 15 years several conditioning models

have been proposed which could explain the influence of

conditioning factors upon the effects of drugs. What follows

are the investigators who proposed the models, the models,

and the interpretationsf predictions and implications of the

models with regard to conditioning influences on tolerance

development.

wikler (1973)

One of the first interpretations of conditioning

influences upon drug effects has been provided by wikler
(1973). In his paper "Conditioning of Successive Àdaptive

Responses to the tnitial Effects of Drugs", Wikler outlines

6 postulates to provide a framework to interpret drug

effects, their direction, and the development of tolerance

and/or sensitization to these drug effects. He then

searches the drug conditioning Iiterature of the time for

evidence in support of his conceptualization. The

postulates briefly are: (1) The nervous system consists of

104
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an afferent, central processing and efferent arm ultimately

innervaÈing somatic and autonomic effectors, (2) changes in

an organism's external or internal environments act aS UCSs

which act on the afferent arm, producing central processing

activities and UCRs (peripheral effector responses) which

are judged to be adaptive, (3) Neutral stimuli (CSs) paired

with these UCSs eventually evoke central processing

activities identical or similar to those of the UCSs and

produce CRs which are also considered adaptive, (4) Drugs

may act on afferent, central processing or efferent portions

of the nervous Sy5tem, however, "OnIy thOSe drug effects are

conditionable which are consequences of. the unconditioned

stimulus properties of those drugs" (wikler , 1973, pp.1 94) .

Thus drugs (UCSs) acting on the afferent arm of the system

will activate central processing and efferent UCRs; CRs wiIl

be in the same direction as the ucR. conversely drugs

(UCSs) acting directly on the efferent arm or effector sites

wiII produce effects (ucRs) which will then produce

unconditioned feedback activation or deactivation of

afferent arms; CRs will resemble the feedback, i.e., the CRs

will be adaptations or opposite in direction to the UCRs.

Furthermore each of these CRs can be produced by pairing of

CSs and UCSs in appropriate temporal contiguitY., (5)

Administration of a drug at neuronal receptor sites wiII

produce unconditonal drug effects through central processing

and efferent pathways; in addition will bring into play

unconditioned feedback mechanisms which will reduce the
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effect of the drug at this receptor site. Furthermore, with

repeated drug administrations this feedback mechanism

(counteradaptation) wiIl become stronger, further reducing

the drug effectiveness and producing tolerance, and, may

even overshoot the unconditional effects of the drugt (6)

Finally, these counteradaptation responses produce changes

over time in: (a) ttre UCS processing activities of ..ituin

drugs; (b) the cRs which develop to css paired with the

UCSs. As stated by wikler (1973)z

...when a CS is paired with such a drug

repeatedly but at long intervals between

drug administrations, the CR that is

generated may resemble the initial UR

evoked by the stimulus properties of that

drug, but if the intervals between drug

administrations are short, the CS may

evoke a counteradaptive CR genera1Iy

opposite in sign to the initial UR

(unconditioned adaptive response) and

the initial CR (conditioned adaptive

response) (p.1 95)

In summary, according to WikIer's postulates,

drugs act as UCSs at either the afferent or efferent level

producing UCRs in each case. CSs paired with these UCSs can

also produce CRs. The CRs to afferent UCSs mimmick the UCR'

while, CRs to efferent UCSs are opposite in direction to the
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UCR. Repeated drug administrations can produce drug

tolerance and/or sensitization due to counteradaptive

biological feedback mechanisms which are non-associative in

nature. CRs can either mimmick or be opposite to UCRs and

can change in direction over time. Thus although Wikler's

postulates provide a framework to explain unconditioned and

conditioned drug effects and their directions, it does not

explicitly explain how these change over time, the

mechanisms responsible for the changes, how the CRs and UCRs

may interact, and how the CRs may change in direction over

time.

Solomon and Corbit (1974)

À second theory appropriate to explanations of the

effect of conditioning upon drug effects is the "Opponent

Process Theory of Motivation" by Solomon and Corbitt (1974).

The theory is more general than Wikler (1973) , is a

motivational theory, and, attempts to explain a variety of

phenomena. It can also provide explanations of the

influence of condiLioning upon drug effects and development

of drug tolerance.

According to the Opponent Process Theory of Motivation

(Solomon & Corbit, 1974), affective phenomena are

characterized by three stages. In the first stage the onset

of an adequate stimulus arouses a hedonic state (e state)

not occurring prior to stimulus onset, and coterminates with
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stimulus offset. Subsequently, a second stage characterized

by a hedonic state (g state) qualitatively different than

the pre-stirnulation state or the affective state of stage

one appears. The affective state of stage two dies out

slowly and is followed by a return to the pre-stimulation

state (stage three). The quality and intensity of these À

and B states change as a function of their repeated exercise

i.e., the À state dissipates (A'), while the B state

increments and lasts longer (g'). Àccording to Solomon and

Corbit (1974), these À and B states and their qualitative

changes over time are explainable by 'a' and 'b' processes.

Presentation of a US reliably triggerS an'a'process, which

quickly reaches asymptotic leveIs and rapidly decays after

us offset. The 'a' process activates a slave opponent 'b'

process hedonicalty opposite in direction to that of the 'a'

process. This 'b' process recruits less rapidly, has a

longer latency and dies out more slowly than the 'a'

process. The 'b' process is governed by a use/Aísuse

principle i.e., greater strength accrues to the 'b' process

with repeated exposures, and this is assumed to be non-

associative in nature. The net hedonic state observed is

assumed to be the result of the summation of the'a'and'b'

processes. Solomon and Corbit (1974) contend that initial

Occurrence Of 'a' and 'b' prOceSSeS reqgire no learning

mechanisms, however, Lhe 'a' and 'b' processes can be

elicited by Pavlovian conditioning procedures when these

unconditioned processes are present. Thus the elicitation
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of 'a'and'b'processes and their associated À and B states

are determined by contiguity of the CS with each of the

processes, i.e., if the cs occurs immediately before the

ucs, the'a'process wiIl be conditioned; the cR wiII be

biphasic as the'b'process is a slave of the'a'process.

However if the CS appears after the UCS (backward

arrangement) when the 'b' process is theoretically the

strongest, the 'b' process wilI be conditioned and the CR

will be monophasic.

Thus in a conditioned drug tolerance model, tolerance

to the effect of a drug (UCS 'a'process) develops as the

'b' process recruits. The model also predicts that

conditioned tolerance should be maximized by backward

pairings of the CS with UCS (drug) when the opponent'b'

process is greatest. According to the theory tolerance

should also be possible if the'a' process is conditioned as

the'b' slave process grolrs to'a'and a weII conditioned

'a' should produce a large biphasic response mostly 'b'

process, i.e., tolerance.

SchuIl (1979)

Schu1L (1979) has also developed a theory of motivation

calIed "A Conditioned opponent Theory of Pavlovian

Conditioning and Habituation". The theory is essentially an

outgrowth of Solomon and Corbit's (1974) theory.
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rn contrast to soromon and corbit (19741, schurl (1979)

posits that the dynamic'b'properties are not a function of

'b's slave role but under the control of Pavlovian

conditioning procedures. Unlike Solomon and Corbit (1974),

SchulL (1979) argues that only the 'b' process is

conditionable (conditioned opponent theory) and as such, in

summation with the unconditioned 'a' process determines the

net hedonic state observed.

Thus in explanation of conditioned tolerance, schul1's

theory posits that development of tolerance to a drug occurs

by conditioning of an opponent 'b' process and this occurs

when the CS is in a forward Lemporal arrangement with the

UCS ('a' process). Às the conditioned 'b' process becomes

larger over trials it summates with the unconditional

effects of the drug ('a' process) and produces tolerance to

the drug effects. Schull's explanation of tolerance would

be strictly on the basis of conditioning factors - no

mention of non-associative factors such as physiology or

mechanisms of tolerance are described in SchuLl's theory.

In addition the theory does not predict when and how the

first CR develoPs to the CS.

SieqeI (1979, 1983)

Siegel (1979, 1983) has proposed a theory of drug

tolerance which i s almost ident ical to SchulI' s (1979')

conditioned opponent process theory, and has provided

research in support of the theory (see Sieget, 1979, 1983).
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According to Siegel, administration of a drug (UCS)

produces a drug UCR that is initially quite large in

magnitude. With repeated drug administrations however, the

net response to the drug becomes diminished, i.e., tolerance

develops to the drug. The development of tolerance is

posited to be due to the development of a conditioned

opponent drug CR which summates with the unconditional

effects of the drug reducing the net drug effect. The CR

develops to cues procedures and rituals in the drug

administration context (CSs) which reliably precede the

occurrence of the drug (UCS) a phenomenon that was first

observed by pavlov (1927 I pp. 35-37). Evidence for this

view of tolerance being due to a conditioned compensätory

drug response has been provided by studies which demonstrate

a response opposite in direction to the drug response

occuring when a placebo is substituted for the drug in the

usual drug administration context (e.g. hyperthermia to

morphine administrations vs hypothermia which is elicited

when saline is injected in the presence of drug signaling

cues); by studies which show that tolerance to a variety of

drugs is situation specific, and reversible by decremental

conditioning procedures of extinction, CS pre-exposure,

partial reinforcement and exteral inhibition (see section on

Support for a Conditioning Ana)-ysis of Tolerance in this

manuscript, and especially SiegeI, 1979; 1983 for extensive

reviews of evidence for a conditioning analysis of

tolerance).
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Like Schull (1979), Siegel's theory also does not

predict when the conditioned compensatory CR develops or the

mechanisms ( it any) by which t.his occurs.

Eikelbo om and Stewart (1982)

A final interpretation of the contribution of

conditioning factors in modulating development of drug

tolerance has been provided by Eikelboom and Stewart (1982).

Their model (within a stimulus substitution framework)

attempts to explain the finding in the drug conditioning

literature that some CRs mimmick UCRs while others

"paradoxically" oppose their UCRs. Their essential argument

is that observation of "paradoxical" opponent CRs is due not

to a special different type of conditioning that may be

adaptive in nature, but rather, to the inappropriate

identification of the unconditioned stimuli and

unconditioned responses when conditioning drug-induced

physiological responses. If the UCSs and UCRs are

appropriatety identified then all CRs resemble or mimmick

their UCRs.

Eiketboom and Stewart (1982) argue that:

...only when a drug acts on the input

side ¡ ot afferent arm' of the central

nervous system should its action be

considered an unconditioned stimulus, and

only those observed drug effects that

are central-nervous-system mediated



physiological reactions to such

unconditioned stimuli should qualify

as unconditioned responses (p. 510)

with regard to the interpretation of drugs acting

efferent side of the CNS theY state:

...drugs that act on the efferent ðrm

wilI result in the activation, via the

feedback system, of effectors that

oppose or counteract the direct drug

effect. It is thus argued that in the

case of a drug that acts on an effector

or on the efferent arm of a feedback

system, the observed drug effect itself

should be considered to be the

unconditioned stimulus; the central-

nervous-system mediated physiological

reaction to such an effector produced

unconditioned stimulus should be labeled

the unconditioned response. Note that

in this case the uconditioned response

acts to oppose the direct drug effect,

a conseguence of the negative nature of

the feedback (p. 512)

effects
site of
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on the

Thus to identify the unconditioned and conditioned

of drugs within this model requires locating the

drug action, after which predictions of directions
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of UCRs and CRs can be made. The model adopts a stimulus

substitution interpretation of conditioning, and, as such,

CSs come to evoke properties identical or similar to the

UCSs. Therefore, when a drug acts on the afferent arm of a

system, its action on the cNS is the ucs and the cNS

mediated response is the UCR; the CS when paired with the

UCS produces a CR in the same direction as the UCR.

Furthermore, when a drug acts on the efferent arm of the

system the drug effect is the UCS and the response (opposite

in direction to the drug effect) produced by negative

feedback regulatory systems through the CNS is the UCR; the

CR also mimmicks the UCR in this situation. Eikelboom and

Stewart (1992) argue that the "paradoxical" opponent CRs

other researchers have observed are a direct error in

labelling the action of drugs which act on the efferent arm

of the CNS as UCRs rather than the UCSs which via feedback

through the CNS, produces a UCR opposite in direction to the

observed drug effect.

The implications of this model to drug tolerance are

that there are no conditioned counteradaptive or

compensatory opponent CRs which develop producing tolerance.

Tolerance is the result of non-associative regulatory

feedback mechanisms which restore the organism to

homeostasis; however, CRs which either resemble or oppose

the drug action can be conditioned. In essence then '
Eikelboom and Stewart (1982) argue about what the



appropriate definition of the UCS of

is similar to Wikler's (1973) model

processing notion between afferents

a UCS.
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a drug is. Their model

in the use of a central

and ef ferents to def ine

The ramifications of Eikelboom and Stewart's (1982)

theory are that it does away with the adaptive nature of the

conditioned compensatory opponent process by replacing it

with a non-associative feedback mechanism. As a result, for

the model to work requires that aII regulatory functions be

controlled by feedback systems.

Sumrnary

AII of the aforementioned models have advantages and

disadvantages and strengths and deficíencies in explaining a

conditioning interpretation of tolerance.

The model selected to theoretically interpret the

resulLs of this thesis is the compensatory conditioning

analysis put forth by Siegel' (1979, 1983). Although the

results could also be interpreted by Eikelboom and-Stewart's

(1982) conceptualization which places drug tolerance

phenomena within a stimulus-substitution framework by

focusing on the locus of action of particutar drugs in

relation to the CNS, it is perhaps premature to do so as it

is not definitively known where Poly I:C acts to produce its

immunostimulatory effects. In addition, empirical data
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support a compensatory conditioning analysis of drug

tolerace (Siegel, 1979, 1983), and, data from previous work

(Dyck et aI., 1986) fit most parsimoniously with a

compensatory conditioning analysis. Therefore, this is the

model that will be used in interpretation of data in this

thesis.



Tabl e 1

Characteristics of NK Cells and other Effector Cells

Ceneral characleristics of NK cells anrl othcr effector cells

Morphology

Sizc

Ratio of cytoplasm to nucleus
Nucleus
Gcncral features

Adhercnce to surfaces
Phagocytosis

Cell surfacc markers
Receptors for sheep erythro'

cytcs (human cells)

Receptors for lgG

Antigens
Human

Mousc

T cells

Small (9 to 12 pm
in diamctcr)

Low
Round

Havc high-afñnity
receptors

Lcss than l0 percent
of cclls have
receplors

Most or all cells react
with 9.ó, OKT3;
subsets react with
OKT4, OKTE

All cclls cxpress
Thy l. Lyt I

Monocytes or
macrophagcs

Hish
Markcdly indcnted

Most or all cells react
with OKMI, anti-
asialo GM l: subscts
rcact w¡th anti-¡a

Most or all cclls ex-
press Mac l. asialo
GMl, Mphl

Polymorphonuclear
leukocytcs

Hish
Multilobcd

Most or all cells rc-
act with OKM ¡.
anti-asialo GM I

NK cells

High
Slishtly indentcd

+ on about 50 pcrcent:
havc low-affinity
recep¡ors

+

Most or all cclls reac¡
with OKMI, anti-
asialo GMl.
OKTIO: subscts r€act
with 9.6 ant¡-la

Mosl or all cclls
cxpnes3 asialo
GMI. NK I.
NK 2. Lyl l, Ly5,
Qa5. ? Mphl

Largc (ló to 20 pm) Largc (12 to lE pm) Mcdium (12 to 15 pm)

+
+

+
+

++

\¡



Table 1 (continued)

Functional
charactcristics

Spontaneous reactivity
Period for dcvclop

ment or suSmenla-
tion of cytotoxic re-
activity

Naturc of targct

Cytotoxic react¡v¡ty
against lgû anti-
body<oatcd targets

Activating factors

lnhibition of rcactivity

Factors Promot¡ng
their growth

Possiblc mechanisms
of cytotoxic effects

hoduction of soluble
mediators

T cells

Primaryrcsponse.)5to
7 days; mcmory re-
sponse,2to5days

Wide array of specific
antigens and important
rolc of major histocom-
pat¡bil¡ty complex

Spcciñc ant¡gens. lectins.
lymphocytc act¡valing
factor (LAF). T cell
growth factor CTCGF),
intcrferon. T ccll helpcr
factors

Spcciñc and nonspcciñc T
suppressor cells and
faclors. macrophage
suppressor cells, inter-
feron. PGE. cyclic AMP

TCGF

Protcase, osmot¡c

Widc array of lympho-
kines

Monocytes or
macrophages

+
ln vivo. 5 to l0 days; in

vitro. lE hours for mosl
stimuli

Spcciñcity not clearly dc-
ñncd; sclcctivity for tu-
mor tarSets

+

Macrophagc activating
factor. interferon. wide
variety of forcign mate-
rials (for example. bac-
terial endotoxin, phor-
bol cstcrs)

PGE, phorbol esters

csF

Reaclivc oxygen species,
protease, lysozyme,
phagocytosis, PGE. in-
lerferon

LAF. colony stimulating
faclor (CSF), PGE.
many cnzymes, intcrfer-
on

Polymorphonuclear
lcukocytes

+
ln vitro, within min-

ules

Apparently nonspcciñc
bul some sclectivity
for ¡umor targcts

+

Contact, lectins, cyto-
chalasin E, phorbol
csters

lnhibitors of scrinc cs-
terases

csF

Reactive oxygcn spc-
cies, protease, lyso-
zyme! phagocytosis

NK cclls

+
ln vivo. within 4 hours; in

vitro, within I hour

At least several, widely
distributcd antigcnic
spcciñcities

+

lnterferon. lectins, anti-
bodies, rclinoic acid.
TCGF, prostaglandin E
(PGE)

FGE. nonspcciñc macro-
phagc and other sup
pressor cclls, phorbol
esters, cyclic AMP

TCGF

Proteasc. lipase. cytotoxin

lntcrfcron, possibly TCGF

Some functional characteristics of NK cclls and olher effcc¡or cells

Many cnzymes

Note. From "Natural killer cells: Their role in defenses against disease" by R. B. Herberman and
J-. 0rtaldo, 1981, Science, 2I4, p. 25;27

J

@



Table 2

Some Characterlstfcs of Cont,emporary Studles Ln Conditl-oníns of Hr:moral or Antibodv Medlated Imrrunitv

Author UCS UCR CR

Ader & Cohen,
( re 7s)

Rogers, Reich,
Strom &

Carpenter,
(re7 6)

trIayner,
Flannery &

Sínger, (1978)

Ader & Cohen,
( 1e81)

Conditionlng
Paradigm *

Pavlovian (P) or
Classical (C)

Taste
Aversion

(P)

Taste
Aversion

(P)

Taste
Aversion

(P)

Taste
Aversion

(P)

Subj ects Antigen

Mal-e Charles
River Rats

Male Sprague
Dawley Rats

Male Wfstar
Rats

Male Charles
River Rats

Sheep Red
Blood Cells

(sR3C)

SRBC

SRBC and
Brucella
Abortus

Suppressed
Antibody

TiËers

Suppressed
Antlbody
Tl-ters

Suppressed
Antlbody
Titers

Suppressed
Antibody
Titers

CS

Saccharin
(sac¡

SAC

SAC

SAC

Sucrose
SolutÍon

CYA

CY

SRBC

CY

CY

Suppressed
Antibody
Tlters

Suppressed
Antibody
Tlters

tt

Suppressed
Antibody
Tlters

Suppressed
Antlbody
Titers

tt

il

It

tt

tt

il

il Methotrexate

CY

ll

tt

J

\o



Tabl-e 2 (continued)

Ader & Cohen,
( le8s)

Tast.e
Averslon

(P)

TasËe
Aversion

(P)

Taste
Aversion

(P)

Taste
Aversion

(P)

CondlËloned
Stress

(P)

Taste
Aversíon

(P)

TasËe
Aversion

(P)

I"1ale Charles
River Rats

Male BDF1
Ml-ce

Male Charl-es
Rlver Rats

BaIb/c
Mice

It

Femal-e
Fischer 344

Rats
and Balb/c

Mlce

Femal-e
Han l{isËar

Rats

Suppressed
Antibody
Titers

Suppressed
Anttbody
Tl-ters

Suppressed
Antibody
Títers

Suppressed
Antfbody
Titers

SRBC

214 16
TNP-LPS

Chocol-ate
MílK

Solution

SAC

SAC

SAC

Inert
Cues

CY

CYCohen, Ader,
Green &

Bovbjerg,
(Le7e>

Ader, Cohen
& Bovbjerg,
( le82)

Gorczynskl,
Macrae &

Kennedy,
( le83)

McCoy, Roszman,
Miller, Kel1y
& Titus,
( 1e86)

Klosterhalfen &

KlosËerha1-f en,
( 1e83)

b

SRBC

SRBC

SRBC

ConpLete
Freund I s
Adjuvant

Rotational
Stress

il

Suppressed
PFC

Response

CY

CY

Suppressed
AnÈlbody
TlÈere

Suppressed
Antíbody
Tlters

Suppressed Suppressed
Plaque PFC

Forning Cei-l- Response
(PFC) Response

It ll

SAC CY Suppressed
PFC

Response

SAC/
Vaní1la

Suppressed
Par¡

Swelling

Suppressed
Par¿

Swelling

CY

J

t\)
o



Table 2 (continued)

Sato, Flood &

Makínodan,
( 1e84)

Conditioned
Stress

(P)

Taste
Aversion

(P)

Balb/c
Ml-ce

Male Hooded
Rats and

Male Charles
River Rats

SRBC Buzzer

SAC +
Líthiun

Chloride

Footshock Suppressed
PFC

Response

SRBC Increased
Antibody
Titers

Suppressed
PFC

Response

Increased
Antibody
Tl-ters

Jenklns,
Chadwíck
& Nevin,
( 1e83)

"cY = cyclophosphamide.
b

TNP-LPS = trinitrophenyl llpopolysaccharide.

N)



Table 3

Some CharacterlstÍis of Contemporary Studies in Conditíoníng of Cell- Medíated or Other Immunity

Author

Bovbj erg,
Ader & Cohen,
( 1e82)

Bovbj erg,
Ader & Cohen,
( 1 e84)

Kusnecov,
Sivyer, Kíng,
Husband,
Cripps &

Clancy, (1983)

Snith &

McDaniels,
( le83)

CondiÈioning
Paradl-gm *

PavlovÍan (P) or
Cl-assical (C)

Taste
AversÍon

(P)

Taste
Aversion

(P)

TASËE
Aversion

(P)

CS

Pre-exposure
(P)

Subj ecËs

Female
Lewis x Brown

Norway Fl
Rats

Female
Lewis x Brot¡n

Norway Fl
Rats

Male
hll-star

RaÈs

Humans

Cell-ular
Immunity

Stimulator

Female
Lewis Rat

Splenic
Leucoeytes

Female
LewÍs Rat

Sp1-eníc
Leucocytes

Spleen Cel1s
of Inbred Male

and Female
DA Rats

CS

Saccharl-n
(SAC)

SAC

Contextual
Cues

SAC CY

UCS

cYa

Rabbit
Antirat

Lymphocyte
Serum

UCR

Reduced
Popliteal

Node
l{eíghts

Reduced
Popl-iteal

Node
l.leights

Suppressed
Mixed

Lymphocyte
Cul-ture

Response

CR

Reduced
Popliteal

Node
trleights

Reduced
Popliteal

Node
Weights

Suppressed
Mixed

Lymphocyte
Culture

Response

Tuberculín Delayed Suppressed
Type Delayed Type

Ilyper- Hyper-
sensitiviËY sensitlvitY
Reaction Reactíon

J
N
N)



Table 3 (contl-nued)

Gorczynskl,
Kennedy &

Ciampl-,
( 1e8s )

or Re11l-y
& Exon,
( le 86)

Gorczynskl,
Macrae &

Kennedy,
(Le82)

Ader &

Cohen,
( 1e82)

Dyck,
Greenberg &

Osachuk,
( 1e86)

Taste
Aversion

(P)

Taste
Aversion

(P)

Conditionlng
and

Allogeneic
Skin Grafts

(c)

Fernale
BaLb/c
Mice

Male
Sprague
Dawley
Rats

Male
CBA/J
Mice

Female
New Zealand

F1 Mice

Female
DBA/ 2J
Mice

SAC CY

SAC CY

Increased
Plasma-
cytoma
Tumour
GrowËh

Increase in
CytoËoxlc

T Lynphocyte
Precursor
(crlP¡

Increase
in
NKC

ActiviËy

Increased
Plasrna-
cytoma
Tumour
Growth

Enhanced
Increase

ín
CTLP

Decrease
in
NKC

Actlvity

Suppressed Suppressed
Natural NKC

Kíller Cell- Activity
(NKC)

Actfvíty

Graft
Preparatlon
Procedure

c57BL/6
Mouse
Skin
Graft

Modified
Taste

Averslon
(P)

b

SAC CY

Peppermínt Poly I:Cc
Odor * Light
* Handling

Cues

Decreased Decreased
Proteinuria Protelnuria

and and
MortalÍÈy Mortal-1ty

Conditioned
Tolerance

(p)

"Cy = Cyclophosphamide. btht" study used an autoírmnune model whích can involve both humoral and

cellular medíated immune responses. tPoly I:C = Polyínosíníc Polycytidylic Acid. f\)(,
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Table 4

Design of Partial Reinforcement Experiment

TreatmenÈ
(4 lleeks)

Testa
(lJeek 5)

Day Day

Group Label n t234567 I

Hb -" tt
dA UnstimulaÈed Control

B Handled StimulaËed Control

C L007" CRF Tolerance Group

D 55% PRF Group

E 38% PRF Group

F 29% PRF Group

G Handled-Injected Stlmul-ated
Control

H

Pc-

Pc-

Pc- Sc- Sc-

I

8

I

8

8

8

I

H

H

H

e

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

Sc

Pc

Pc

Pc

Pc

Pc

Pc

Sc-

Pc- Sc- Sc- Sc

Sc- Sc- Sc- Sc

a Vteek 5 was Èhe test day and mÍce were sacrificed 18-20 hours later for
assay of splenic NK activlty.

b Arrir"l" received a slngle cage cleaníng and qtater replacement. This
served to equilíbraËe handling of animals not receiving conditioning
treatmenËs with those receiving treatments.

t Th" slash denotes no treatment or handltng for animals on a parÈÍcular
day. Mice ¡¡ere l-eft undísturbed in their cages ín Èhe colony room.

d M1"" recefved exposure to drug administratfon cues (peppermint extract
odor * handlfng ritual- - denoted by c) followed by a 0.1 ml.
Lntraperítoneal injectlon of Hanks Balanced Salt Solution - Placebo
(denoÈed by S) as described 1n methods. Thís treatment Sc effectlvely
corresponds to a CS alone or unreinforced trÍal.
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Tab1e 4 (contfd)

t Mí"" received exposure to drug admlnlstratÍon cues (peppermint extract
odour * handllng rltual - denoËed by c) folLowed by a 0.1 rnl.
intraperitoneal injecÈ1on of Poly I:C (20ug/nouse of Polyinosinic
Pol-ycytidylic Acid - denoted by p) as described ín methods. Thís
treatment Pc effecÈively eorresponds Èo a CS * UCS or reinforced
trial.



Table 5

Descrf-pÈive Statl-sÈics of Two Measures of NK Activitv bv Treatment Condltlon

Measure of NK Activity

7
LUl 10 Cel1s

Group n ï. s.D S.E X

LUlSpleen

S.D. S.E

8

B

8

8

I
I

I

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Label

Unstimulated Control

Handled Stimulated Control

1002 CRF Tolerance Group

552 PRF Group

382 PRF Group

29% PRF Group

Handled-Inj ected Stimulated
Control

o,20

7.60

5. 1s

7.76

5,20

8,27

17 .78

0,27

3,L4

2,21

1.51

1.99

1.90

8.37

0.10

1.11

0.78

0.53

0. 70

0.67

2,96

1.15

51.47

40.o7

49,84

35. 19

50. 39

63.90

1.58

18.20

L4.79

13.91

16.39

20,4r

22.30

0.56

6,43

5.23

4.92

5.79

7.2r

7.88

J

N
Or

Note. X. = Group Mean; S.D. = Standard Deviation; S.E. = Standard Error of the Mean
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Figure Captions

Fiqure !. Effects of partial reinforcement upon tolerance

to PoIy I:C stimulation of Natural KilLer (NX) cell activity

expressed as lytic units/lO7 ceLIs. (Cytotoxic activity of

splenic NK cells is expressed as the mean [* Se ] tytic

unit s/lO7 ceIls and for individual mice Iblack dots] within

each treatment group. Experimental protocol for each group

is described in Table 4 and descriptive statistics for each

group can be found in Table 5).

Fiqure ]. Effects of partial reinforcement upon tolerance

to PoIy I:C stimulation of Natural Killer (H¡t) cell activity

expressed as lytic units/spleen. (Cytotoxic activity of

splenic NK cells is expressed as the mean [+ Se J tytic

units/spleen and for individual mice Iblack dots] within

each treatment group. Experimental protocol for each group

is described in Table 4 and descriptive statistics for each

group can be found in Table 5.)
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